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Abstract
Solving analytics inside the database is of great practical importance as it avoids the costly repeated loop
data scientists have to deal with on a daily basis: select features from data residing in relational databases using
feature extraction queries involving joins, projections, and aggregations; export the training dataset defined by
such queries; convert this dataset into the format of an external learning tool; and train the desired model
using this tool. These in-database analytics problems are also a fertile ground of theoretically fundamental and
challenging problems at the intersection of relational and statistical data models.
This article introduces a unified framework for training and evaluating a class of statistical learning models
inside a relational database. This class includes ridge linear regression, polynomial regression, factorization
machines, and principal component analysis. We show that, by synergizing key tools from relational database
theory such as schema information, query structure, functional dependencies, recent advances in query evaluation
algorithms, and from linear algebra such as various tensor and matrix operations, one can formulate in-database
analytics problems and design efficient algorithms to solve them.
This theoretical development informed the design and implementation of the AC/DC system for in-database
learning. We benchmark the performance of AC/DC against R, MADlib, libFM, and TensorFlow. For typical
retail forecasting and advertisement planning applications, AC/DC can learn polynomial regression models and
factorization machines up to three orders of magnitude faster than its competitors whenever they do not run
out of memory, exceed 24-hour timeout, or encounter internal design limitations.
1 Introduction
Although both disciplines of databases and statistics occupy foundational roles for the emerging field of data sci-
ence, they are largely seen as complementary. Most fundamental contributions made by statisticians and machine
learning researchers are abstracted away from the underlying infrastructure for data management. However, there
is undoubtedly clear value in tight integration of statistics and database models and techniques. A prime example
of such a tight integration is provided by in-database analytics, which is receiving an increasing interest in both
academia and industry [2, 44, 63]. This is motivated by the realization that in many practical cases data resides
inside databases and bringing the analytics closer to the data saves non-trivial time usually spent on data im-
port/export at the interface between database systems and statistical packages [40]. A complementary realization
is that large chunks of statistical machine learning code can be expressed as relational queries and computed inside
the database [27, 45, 68, 24]. In-database analytics problems naturally lend themselves to a systematic investiga-
tion using the toolbox of concepts and techniques developed by the database theorist, and by synergizing ideas
from both relational and statistical data modeling. To solve optimization problems over relational data, one can
exploit database schema information, functional dependencies, state-of-the-art query evaluation algorithms, and
well-understood complexity analysis.
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Contributions
Our conceptual contribution is the introduction of a unified in-database framework for training and evaluating a
class of statistical learning models. This class, commonly used in retail-planning and forecasting applications [11],
includes ridge linear regression, polynomial regression, factorization machines, and principal component analysis.
In such applications, the training dataset is the result of a feature extraction query over the database. Typical
databases include weekly sales data, promotions, and product descriptions. A retailer would like to compute a
parameterized model, which can predict, for instance, the additional demand generated for a given product due to
promotion [52]. The feature extraction query is commonly a natural join of the database relations, yet it may join
additional relations derived from the input ones. The features correspond to database attributes, their categorical
values, or aggregates over them. As is prevalent in practical machine learning, the models are trained using a
first-order optimization algorithm such as batch or stochastic gradient descent, in part because their convergence
rates are dimension-free (for well-behaved objectives). This is a crucial property given the high-dimensionality of
our problem as elaborated next.
The main computational challenge posed by analytics over databases is the large number of records and of
features in the training dataset. There are two types of features: continuous (quantitative) such as price and sales;
and categorical (qualitative) such as colors, cities, and countries.1 While continuous features allow for aggregation
over their domains, categorical features cannot be aggregated together. To accommodate the latter, the state-
of-the-art approach is to one-hot encode their active domain: each value in the active domain of an attribute is
encoded by an indicator vector whose dimension is the size of the domain. For instance, the colors in the domain
tred, green,blueu can be represented by indicator vectors r1, 0, 0s for red, r0, 1, 0s for green, and r0, 0, 1s for blue.
The one-hot encoding amounts to a relational representation of the training dataset with one new attribute per
distinct category of each categorical feature and with wide tuples whose values are mostly 0. This entails huge
redundancy due to the presence of the many 0 values. The one-hot encoding also blurs the usual database-theory
distinction between schema and data, since the schema can become as large as the input database.
Closely related to the computational challenge is a cultural challenge: the feasibility of in-database analytics may
be called into question. In terms of pure algorithmic performance, why would an in-database optimization algorithm
be more efficient than an out-of-database optimization implementation, given the widely available plethora of tools
and techniques for the latter?
Our answer to these challenges is that, for a large class of feature extraction queries, it is possible to train a
polynomial regression or a factorization machine model in time sub-linear in the output size of the feature extraction
query! More concretely, our approach entails three database-centric technical contributions.
First, we exploit join dependencies and their factorization in the training dataset to asymptotically improve the
per-iteration computation time of a gradient descent algorithm.
Second, we exploit functional dependencies present in the database to reduce the dimensionality of the under-
lying optimization problem by only optimizing for those parameters that functionally determine the others and by
subsequently recovering the functionally determined parameters using their dependencies.
Third, we address the shortcomings of one-hot encoding by expressing the sum-product aggregates used to com-
pute the gradient and point evaluation as functional aggregate queries (FAQs) [8]. The aggregates over continuous
features are expressed as FAQs without free (i.e., group-by) variables and their computation yields scalar values.
In contrast, aggregates over categorical features originating from a set S of database attributes are expressed as
FAQs with free variables S. The tuples in the result of such FAQs are combinations of categorical values that
occur in the training dataset. The ensemble of FAQs defining the gradient form a sparse tensor representation and
computation solution with lower space and time complexity than solutions based on one-hot encoding. In particular,
the complexity of our end-to-end solution can be arbitrarily smaller than that of materializing the result of the
feature extraction query.
The above three technical contributions led to the design and implementation of AC/DC, a gradient descent
solver for polynomial regression models and factorization machines over databases. To train such models of up to
154K features over the natural join of all relations from a real-world dataset of up to 86M tuples, AC/DC needs
up to 30 minutes on one core of a commodity machine. This is up to three orders of magnitude faster than its
competitors R [65], MadLib [40], libFM [66], and TensorFlow [1] whenever they do not exceed memory limitation,
1Most of the raw features we observed in datasets for retail applications are categorical. In several domains, such as statistical
arbitrage [47], it is common to derive many continuous features from categorical features.
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Figure 1: In-database vs. Out-of-database learning: High-level diagram.
24-hour timeout, or internal design limitations.
Figure 1 depicts schematically the workflows of our in-database approach and of the mainstream out-of-database
approaches for solving optimization problems. Out-of-database approaches materialize the result of the feature
extraction query, export it out of the database and import it as the training dataset in the ML tool, where the
desired model is learned. In contrast, our in-database approach AC/DC avoids this materialization and has the
following steps: (1) it defines a set of aggregates needed to compute the gradient of the objective function for the
desired model; (2) it optimizes these aggregates over the feature extraction query and under dependencies holding in
the database; (3) it computes these aggregates in bulk using factorization techniques and exploiting subexpressions
common among them; and (5) it uses a gradient descent solver to compute the model parameters based on the
computed aggregates.
This article brings together and extends two lines of our prior work: The theoretical development of model
reparameterization under functional dependencies and of factorized model learning [5] and a preliminary report on
the design and implementation of AC/DC [4]. The extensions concern the treatment of PCA, more experiments,
and a classification of the existing landscape of in-database versus out-of-database analytics.
Organization
The structure of the paper follows our contributions. Section 2 introduces preliminary notions needed throughout
the article. Section 3 describes our unified framework for in-database analytics. Section 4 introduces our sparse
tensor representation and computation approach for square loss problems (learning polynomial regression models
and factorization machines) and principal component analysis together with its complexity analysis. Section 5
shows how to exploit functional dependencies to reduce the dimensionality of learned models. Section 6 discusses
the design and implementation of the AC/DC system for learning models over relational databases. Section 7
presents our experimental findings. Section 8 overviews several strands of related work. Finally, Section 9 lists
promising directions for future work. Proofs of some theorems are deferred to the electronic appendix.
2 Preliminaries
We use the following notational conventions: bold face letters, e.g., x, θ, xi, θj , denote vectors or matrices, and
normal face letters, e.g., xi, θj , θ
pjq
i , denote scalars. For any positive integer n, rns denotes the set t1, . . . , nu. For
any set S and positive integer k,
`
S
k
˘
denotes the collection of all k-subsets of S. Let S be a finite set and Dom be
any domain, then aS “ pajqjPS P Dom|S| is a tuple indexed by S, whose components are in Dom. If S and T are
disjoint, and given tuples aS and aT , then tuple paS ,aT q is interpreted naturally as the tuple aSYT . The tuple
0S is the all-0 tuple indexed by S. If S Ď G, then the tuple 1S|G is the characteristic vector of the subset S, i.e.,
1S|Gpvq “ 1 if v P S, and 0 if v P G´ S.
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2.1 Feature Extraction Query
We consider the setting where the training dataset D used as input to machine learning is the result of a query
Q called feature extraction query, over a relational database I. This query is typically the natural join of the
relations in the database. It is also common to join in further relations that are derived from the input relations by
aggregating some of their columns. These further relations provide derived features, which add to the raw features
readily provided by the input relations.
We use standard notation for query hypergraphs. Let H “ pV, Eq denote the hypergraph of the join query Q,
where V is the set of variables occurring in Q and E is the set of hyperedges with one hyperedge per set of variables
in a relation symbol R in the body of Q. We denote by V Ď V the subset of variables selected as features, and let
n “ |V |. The features in V corresponding to qualitative attributes are called categorical, while those corresponding
to quantitative attributes are continuous. Let N be the size of the largest input relation R in Q. Each tuple
px, yq P D contains a scalar response (regressand) y and a tuple x encoding features (regressors).
Example 1. Consider the following natural join query Q that is a highly simplified version of a feature extraction
query:
Qpsku, store, day, color, quarter, city, country, unitsSold , price, sizeq
Ð Salespsku, store, day, unitsSoldq, Itemspsku, color, priceq,
Quarterpday, quarterq,Storespstore, city, sizeq,Countrypcity, countryq.
Relation Sales records the number of units of a given sku (stock keeping unit) sold at a store on a particular day.
The retailer is a global business, so it has stores in different cities and countries. One objective is to predict the
number of blue units to be sold next year in the Fall quarter in Berlin. The response is the continuous variable
unitsSold , V is the set of all variables, and V “ V ´ tunitsSold , dayu, all of which are categorical except price and
size.
2.2 Matrix calculus
We next introduce needed basic concepts of matrix calculus and the following matrix operations: the Kronecker/tensor
product b; the Hadamard product ˝; the Khatri-Rao product ‹; and the Frobenius inner product of two matri-
ces x¨, ¨y, which reduces to the vector inner product when the matrices have one column each. We also discuss a
connection between tensor computation and the FAQ-framework [8].
Basics
We list here common identities we often use in the paper; for more details see the Matrix Cookbook [62]. We use
denominator layout for differentiation, i.e., the gradient is a column vector. Let A be a matrix, and u,v,x,b be
vectors, where A and b are independent of x, and u and v are functions of x then
B xb,xy
Bx “ b (1)
BxJAx
Bx “ pA`A
Jqx (2)
B }Ax´ b}22
Bx “ 2A
JpAx´ bq (3)
BuJv
Bx “
BuJ
Bx v `
BvJ
Bx u (4)
BpBx` bqJCpDx` dq
Bx “ B
JCpDx` dq `DJCJpBx` bq. (5)
We will use the following matrix inversion formulas [37].
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Proposition 2.1. We have
pB`UCVq´1 “ B´1 ´B´1UpC´1 `VB´1Uq´1VB´1. (6)
whenever all dimensions match up and inverses on the right hand side exist. In particular, the following holds when
C “ p1q, U “ 1, V “ 1J, and J is the all-1 matrix:
pB` Jq´1 “ B´1 ´B´11p1` 1JB´11q´11JB´1. (7)
Another special case is
pA`UJUq´1 “ A´1 ´A´1UJpI`UA´1UJq´1UA´1. (8)
An even more special case is the Sherman-Morrison formula, where UJ is just a vector u. The matrix A`uuJ is
typically called a rank-1 update of A:
pA` uuJq´1 “ A´1 ´ A
´1uuJA´1
1` uJA´1u . (9)
The Product Cookbook: Tensor product, Kronecker product, and Khatri-Rao product
Next, we discuss some identities regarding tensors. We use b to denote the tensor product. When taking tensor
product of two matrices, this is called the Kronecker product, which is not the same as the outer product for
matrices, even though the two are isomorphic maps. If A “ paijq is an m ˆ n matrix and B “ pbk`q is a p ˆ q
matrix, then the tensor product A b B is an mp ˆ nq matrix whose ppi, kq, pj, `qq entry is aijbk`. In particular,
if x “ pxiqiPrms is an m-dimensional vector and y “ pyjqjPrps is an p-dimensional vector, then x b y is an mp-
dimensional vector whose pi, jq entry is xiyj ; this is not an mˆ p matrix as in the case of the outer product. This
layout is the correct layout from the definition of the tensor (Kronecker) product. If A is matrix, then Abk denote
the tensor power Ab ¨ ¨ ¨ bAloooooomoooooon
k times
.
Definition 1 (Tensor product). Let A and B be tensors of order r and s respectively, i.e., functions ψApX1, . . . , Xrq
and ψBpY1, . . . , Ysq. The tensor product AbB is the multilinear function
ψpX1, . . . , Xr, Y1, . . . , Ysq “ ψApX1, . . . , XrqψBpY1, . . . , Ysq.
A matrix is a tensor of order 2.
Definition 2 (Khatri-Rao product). Let A and B be two matrices each with n columns. We use A ‹B to denote
the matrix with n columns, where the jth column of A ‹ B is the tensor product of the jth column of A with
the jth columns of B. The operator ‹ is a (special case of) the K hatri-Rao product [42], where we partition the
input matrices into blocks of one column each. More elaborately, if A has columns a1, . . . ,an, and B has columns
b1, . . . ,bn,then one can visualize the ‹ operator as follows:
A ‹B “
»– | | ¨ ¨ ¨ |a1 a2 ¨ ¨ ¨ an
| | ¨ ¨ ¨ |
fifl ‹
»– | | ¨ ¨ ¨ |b1 b2 ¨ ¨ ¨ bn
| | ¨ ¨ ¨ |
fifl “
»————–
| | ¨ ¨ ¨ |
| | ¨ ¨ ¨ |
a1 b b1 a2 b b2 ¨ ¨ ¨ an b bn
| | ¨ ¨ ¨ |
| | ¨ ¨ ¨ |
fiffiffiffiffifl .
(Note A and B do not need to have the same number of rows.)
Definition 3 (Hadamard product). Let A “ paijq and B “ pbijq be two m ˆ n matrices, then the Hadamard
product A ˝B is an mˆ n matrix, where each i, j element is given by pA ˝Bqij “ aijbij .
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Proposition 2.2. We have (if the dimensionalities match up correctly):
pABbCDq “ pAbCqpBbDq (10)
pAbBqJ “ pAJ bBJq (11)
xx,Byy “ @BJx,yD (12)
pAbBq´1 “ pA´1 bB´1q if both are square matrices (13)
xAbB,RXb SYy “ @RJAb SJB,XbYD . (14)
If x is a standard n-dimensional unit vector, A and B are two matrices with n columns each, and a and b are two
n-dimensional vectors, then
pAbBqpxb xq “ pA ‹Bqx (15)
xab b,xb xy “ xa ˝ b,xy . (16)
Let x be a standard n-dimensional unit vector, A1, . . . ,Ak be k matrices with n columns each. Then,
p
kâ
i“1
Aiqpxbkq “ p k‹
i“1
Aiqx. (17)
We note in passing that the first five identities are very useful in our dimension reduction techniques by exploiting
functional dependencies, while (15), (16), and (17) are instrumental in achieving computational reduction in our
handling of categorical features.
Proof. The identities (10), (11), (12), and (13) can be found in the Matrix Cookbook [62]. Identity (14) follows
from (10) and (11). To see (15), note that
pAbBqpxb xq “ AxbBx “ pA ‹Bqx,
where the last equality follows due to the following reasoning. Suppose xj “ 1 for some j, then Ax “ aj and
Bx “ bj , where aj and bj are the jth columns of A and B, respectively. Thus,
AxbBx “ aj b bj “ pA ‹Bqj “ pA ‹Bqx.
Identities (16) and (17) are proved similarly, where (17) is a trivial generalization of (15).
Tensor computation and FAQ queries
Quite often we need to compute a product of the form pA bBqC, where A,B, and C are tensors, provided that
their dimensionalities match up. For example, suppose A is an m ˆ n matrix, B a p ˆ q matrix, and C a nq ˆ 1
matrix (i.e. a vector). The result is a mp ˆ 1 tensor. The brute-force way of computing pA bBqC is to compute
A bB first, taking Θpmnpqq-time, and then multiply the result with C, for an overall runtime of Θpmnpqq. The
brute-force algorithm is a horribly inefficient algorithm.
The better way to compute pAbBqC is to view this as an FAQ-expression [8] (a sum-product form): we think
of A as a function ψApx, yq, B as a function ψBpz, tq, and C as a function ψCpy, tq. What we want to compute is
the function
ϕpx, zq “
ÿ
y
ÿ
t
ψApx, yqψBpz, tqψCpy, tq. (18)
This is a 4-cycle FAQ query:
We can pick between the following two evaluation strategies:
• Eliminate t first, i.e., compute ϕ1py, zq :“ řt ψBpz, tqψCpy, tq in time Opnpqq; then, eliminate y, i.e., compute
ϕpx, yq “ řy ϕ1py, zqψApx, yq in time Opmnpq. The overall runtime is thus Opnppm` qqq.
• Eliminate y first and then t. The overall runtime is Opmqpn` pqq.
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xpmq
ypnq tpqq
zppq
ψApx, yq
ψCpy, tq
ψBpz, tq
ϕpx, zq
This is not surprising, since the problem is just matrix chain multiplication. In the language of FAQ evaluation, we
want to pick the best tree decomposition and then compute a variable elimination order out of it [8]. We shall see
later that a special case of the above that occurs often is when B “ I, the identity matrix. In that case, ψBpz, tq is
the same as the atom z “ t, and thus it serves as a change of variables:
ϕpx, zq “
ÿ
y
ÿ
t
ψApx, yqψBpz, tqψCpy, tq “
ÿ
y
ψApx, yqψCpy, zq.
In other words, we only have to marginalize out one variable instead of two. This situation arises, for example, in
(59) and (60).
Appendix A overviews the InsideOut algorithm for FAQ queries and its complexity analysis.
3 Problem formulation
This section introduces a general formulation for a range of machine learning tasks and then lays out a versatile
mathematical representation suitable for the in-database treatment of these tasks.
3.1 Continuous features
We start with a standard formulation in machine learning, where all model features are numerical.
The training dataset D, which is defined by a feature extraction query over a relational database, consists of
tuples px, yq of a feature vector x and a response y.
In case of continuous features, x P Rn is the vector of n raw input features, or equivalently the variables in the
feature extraction query. We denote by θ “ pθ1, . . . , θpq P Rp the vector of p so-called parameters. Let m ě n be
an integer. We define feature and parameter maps as follows.
The feature map h : Rn Ñ Rm transforms the raw input vector x into an m-vector of “monomial features”
hpxq “ phjpxqqjPrms. Each component hj is a multivariate monomial designed to capture the interactions among
dimensions of input x. In particular, we write hjpxq “ śiPrns xajpiqi , where degree ajpiq represents the level of
participation of input dimension i in the j-th monomial feature.
The parameters θ produce the coefficients associated with features h via parameter map g : Rp Ñ Rm, gpθq “
pgjpθqqjPrms. Each component gj is a multivariate polynomial of θ.
A large number of machine learning tasks learn a functional quantity of the form xgpθq, hpxqy, where the
parameters θ are obtained by solving minθ Jpθq with
Jpθq “
ÿ
px,yqPD
L pxgpθq, hpxqy , yq ` Ωpθq. (19)
L is a loss function, e.g., square loss, and Ω is a regularizer, e.g., `1- or `2-norm of θ. For square loss and `2-
regularization, Jpθq becomes:
Jpθq “ 1
2|D|
ÿ
px,yqPD
pxgpθq, hpxqy ´ yq2 ` λ
2
}θ}22 . (20)
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Example 2. The ridge linear regression (LR) model with response y and regressors x1, . . . , xn has p “ n ` 1,
parameters θ “ pθ0, . . . , θnq. For convenience, we set x0 “ 1 corresponding to the bias parameter θ0. Then,
m “ n`1, gpθq “ θ, and hpxq “ x. The inner product becomes xgpθq, hpxqy “ xθ,xy “ řni“0 θixi and Equation (20)
becomes Jpθq “ 12|D|
ř
px,yqPD p
řn
i“0 θixi ´ yq2 ` λ2 }θ}22 .
Example 3. The degree-d polynomial regression (PRd) model with response y and regressors x0 “ 1, x1, . . . , xn
has p “ m “ `n`dd ˘ “ řdi“0 `n`i´1i ˘ parameters θ “ pθaq, where a “ pa1, . . . , anq is a tuple of non-negative integers
such that }a}1 ď d. In this case, gpθq “ θ, while the components of h are given by hapxq “
śn
i“1 x
ai
i .
Example 4. In contrast to polynomial regression models, factorization machines [67] factorize the space of model
parameters to better capture data correlations. The degree-2 rank-r factorization machines (FaMa2r) model with
regressors x0 “ 1, x1, . . . , xn and regressand y has parameters θ consisting of θi for i P t0, . . . , nu and θplqi for i P rns
and l P rrs. Training FaMa2r corresponds to minimizing the following Jpθq:
1
2|D|
ÿ
px,yqPD
¨˚
˚˝˚ nÿ
i“0
θixi `
ÿ
ti,juPprns2 q
`Prrs
θ
p`q
i θ
p`q
j xixj ´ y
‹˛‹‹‚
2
` λ
2
}θ}22 .
This loss function follows Equation (20) with p “ 1` n` rn, m “ 1` n` `n2˘, and the maps
hSpxq “
ź
iPS
xi, for S Ď rns, |S| ď 2
gSpθq “
$’&’%
θ0 when |S| “ 0
θi when S “ tiuřr
`“1 θ
p`q
i θ
p`q
j when S “ ti, ju.
Example 5. Classification methods such as support vector machines (SVM), logistic regression and Adaboost also
fall under the same optimization framework, but with different choices of loss L and regularizer Ω. Typically,
Ωpθq “ λ2 }θ}22. Restricting to binary class labels y P t˘1u, the loss function Lpγ, yq, where γ “ xgpθq, hpxqy, takes
the form Lpγ, yq “ maxt1 ´ yγ, 0u for SVM, Lpγ, yq “ logp1 ` e´yγq for logistic regression and Lpγ, yq “ e´yγ for
Adaboost.
Example 6. Various unsupervised learning techniques can be expressed as iterative optimization procedures ac-
cording to which each iteration is reduced to an optimization problem of the generic form given above. For example,
the Principal Component Analysis (PCA) requires solving the following optimization problem to obtain a principal
component direction
max
}θ}2“1
θJΣθ “ max
θPRp minλPR θ
JΣθ ` λp}θ}22 ´ 1q,
where Σ “ 1|D|
ř
xPD xxJ is the (empirical) correlation matrix of the given data. Although there is no response/class
label y, within each iteration of the above iteration, for a fixed λ, there is a loss function L acting on feature
vector hpxq and parameter vector gpθq, along with a regularizer Ω. Specifically, we have hpxq “ Σ P Rpˆp,
gpθq “ θ b θ P Rpˆp, L “ xgpθq, hpxqyF , where the Frobenius inner product is now employed. In addition,
Ωpθq “ λp}θ}22 ´ 1q.
3.2 Categorical features
The active domain of a categorical feature/variable is a set of possible values or categories, e.g., vietnam, england,
and usa are possible categories of the categorical feature country. Categorical features constitute the vast majority
of features we observed in machine learning applications.
It is common practice to one-hot encode categorical variables [38]. Whereas a continuous variable such as salary
is mapped to a scalar value xsalary, a categorical variable such as country is mapped to an indicator vector xcountry
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– a vector of binary values indicating the category that the variable takes on. For example, if the active domain
of country consists of vietnam, england, and usa, then xcountry “ rxvietnam, xengland, xusas P t0, 1u3. If a tuple in the
training dataset has country = “england”, then xcountry “ r0, 1, 0s for that tuple.
In general, the feature vector x has the form x “ pxcqcPV , where each component xc is an indicator vector if
c is a categorical variable and a scalar otherwise. Similarly, each component of the parameter vector θ becomes a
matrix, or a vector if the matrix has one column.
3.3 Tensor product representation
We accommodate both continuous and categorical features in our problem formulation (20) by replacing arithmetic
product by tensor product in the component functions of the parameter map g and the feature map h. Specifically,
monomials hj now take the form
hjpxq “
â
fPV
x
bajpfq
f (21)
with degree vector aj “ pajpfqqfPV P Nn. For each j P rms, the set Vj “ tf P V | ajpfq ą 0u consists of features
that participate in the interaction captured by the (hyper-) monomial hj . Let C Ď V denote the set of categorical
variables and Cj “ C X Vj the subset of categorical variables in Vj . For f P Cj , hj represents śfPCj |pif pDq| many
monomials, one for each combination of the categories, where pif pDq denotes the projection of D onto variable f .
Due to one-hot encoding, each element in the vector xf for a categorical variable f is either 0 or 1, and x
ajpfq
f “ xf
for ajpfq ą 0. Hence, hj can be simplified as follows:
hjpxq “
ź
fPVj´Cj
x
ajpfq
f ¨
â
fPCj
xf . (22)
Note that we use xf instead of boldface xf since each variable f P Vj ´ Cj is continuous.
Example 7. For illustration, consider a query that extracts tuples over schema pcountry, a, b, c, colorq from the
database, where country and color are categorical variables, while a, b, c are continuous variables. Moreover, there
are two countries vietnam and england, and three colors red, green, and blue in the training dataset D. Consider
three of the possible feature functions:
h1pxq “ xcountry b x2axc (23)
h2pxq “ xcountry b xcolor b xb (24)
h3pxq “ xbxc. (25)
Under the one-hot encoding, the schema of the tuples becomes pvietnam, england, a, b, c, red, green, blueq.
Equation (22) says that the functions h1 and h2 are actually encoding 8 functions:
h1,vietnampxq “ xvietnamx2axc
h1,englandpxq “ xenglandx2axc
h2,vietnam,redpxq “ xvietnamxredxb
h2,vietnam,greenpxq “ xvietnamxgreenxb
h2,vietnam,bluepxq “ xvietnamxbluexb
h2,england,redpxq “ xenglandxredxb
h2,england,greenpxq “ xenglandxgreenxb
h2,england,bluepxq “ xenglandxbluexb.
We elaborate the tensor product representation for the considered learning models.
Example 8. In linear regression, parameter θ is a vector of vectors: θ “ rθ0, . . . ,θns. Since our inner product is
Frobenius, when computing xθ,xy we should be multiplying, for example, θusa with xusa correspondingly.
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Algorithm 1: BGD with Armijo line search.
θ Ð a random point;
while not converged yet do
αÐ next step size;
d Ð∇Jpθq;
while
´
Jpθ ´ αdq ě Jpθq ´ α2 }d}22
¯
do
αÐ α{2 // line search;
end
θ Ð θ ´ αd;
end
Example 9. In polynomial regression, the parameter θ is a vector of tensors (i.e., high-dimensional matrices).
Consider for instance the second order term θijxixj . When both i and j are continuous, θij is just a scalar. Now,
suppose i is country and j is color. Then, the model has terms θvietnam,redxvietnamxred, θusa,greenxusaxgreen, and so on.
All these terms are captured by the Frobenius inner product xθij ,xi b xjy. The component θij is a matrix whose
number of entries is the number of pairs (country, color) that appear together in some tuple in the training dataset.
This number can be much less than the product of the numbers of countries and of colors in the input database.
Example 10. Consider the FaMa2r model from Example (4), but now with categorical variables. From the previous
examples, we already know how to interpret the linear part
řn
i“0 θixi of the model when features are categorical.
Consider a term in the quadratic part such as
ř
`Prrs θ
p`q
i θ
p`q
j xixj . When i and j are categorical, the term becomesAř
`Prrs θ
p`q
i b θp`qj ,xi b xj
E
.
4 Database-centric problem reformulation
In this section, we show how we reformulate the square loss optimization problems (learning polynomial regression
and factorization machine models) and PCA to encode their data-intensive components as FAQs. The ensemble of
these FAQs form a sparse tensor representation and computation solution with lower space and time complexity
than solutions based on one-hot encoding.
4.1 Solution for square loss problems
We introduce our approach to learning statistical models for the setting of square loss function Jpθq and `2-norm
as in (20). We use a gradient-based optimization algorithm that employs the first-order gradient information to
optimize the loss function Jpθq. It repeatedly updates the parameters θ by some step size α in the direction of
the gradient ∇Jpθq until convergence. To guarantee convergence, it uses backtracking line search to ensure that
α is sufficiently small to decrease the loss for each step. Each update step requires two computations: (1) Point
evaluation: Given θ, compute the scalar Jpθq; and (2) Gradient computation: Given θ, compute the vector ∇Jpθq.
In particular, we use the batch gradient descent (BGD) algorithm with the Armijo line search condition and the
Barzilai-Borwein step size adjustment [14, 29], as depicted in Algorithm 1. Quasi-Newton optimization algorithms
(e.g., L-BFGS) and other common line search conditions are also applicable in our framework. We refer the reader
to the excellent review article [33] for more details on fast implementations of the gradient-descent method.
Continuous features
We first consider the case without categorical features. We rewrite the square-loss function (20) to factor out the
data-dependent part of the point evaluation and gradient computation. Recall that, for j P rms, hj denotes the jth
component function of the vector-valued function h, and hj is a multivariate monomial in x.
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Theorem 4.1. Let Jpθq be the function in (20). Define the matrix Σ “ pσijqi,jPrms, the vector c “ pciqiPrms, and
the scalar sY by
Σ “ 1|D|
ÿ
px,yqPD
hpxqhpxqJ (26)
c “ 1|D|
ÿ
px,yqPD
y ¨ hpxq (27)
sY “ 1|D|
ÿ
px,yqPD
y2. (28)
Then,
Jpθq “ 1
2
gpθqJΣgpθq ´ xgpθq, cy ` sY
2
` λ
2
}θ}2 (29)
∇Jpθq “ Bgpθq
J
Bθ Σgpθq ´
BgpθqJ
Bθ c` λθ. (30)
Note that Bgpθq
J
Bθ is a p ˆ m matrix, and Σ is an m ˆ m matrix. Statistically, Σ is related to the covariance
matrix, c to the correlation between the response and the regressors, and sY to the empirical second moment of the
response variable. Theorem 4.1 allows us to compute the two key steps of BGD without scanning through the data
again, because the quantities pΣ, c, sY q can be computed efficiently in a preprocessing step inside the database as
aggregates over the feature extraction query Q.
Example 11. Consider the query Q in Example 1, where the set of features is {sku, store, day, color, quarter, city,
country, price, size} and unitsSold is the response variable. In this query n “ 9, and thus for a PR2 model we have
m “ 1 ` 9 ` `92˘ “ 46 parameters. Consider two indices i and j to the component functions of g and h, where
i “ ppriceq and j “ psizeq. Then we can compute the entry σij P Σ with the following SQL query:
SELECT SUM(price * size) FROM D;
When g is the identity function, i.e., the model is linear, as is the case in PR (and thus LR) model, (29) and (30)
become particularly simple:
Corollary 4.2. In a linear model (i.e., gpθq “ θ),
Jpθq “ 1
2
θJΣθ ´ xθ, cy ` sY
2
` λ
2
}θ}22 (31)
∇Jpθq “ Σθ ` λθ ´ c. (32)
Let d “∇Jpθq. Then,
∇Jpθ ´ αdq “ p1´ αqd´ αΣd. (33)
The Armijo condition Jpθ ´ αdq ě Jpθq ´ α2 }d}22 becomes:
αθJΣd´ α
2
2
dJΣd´ α xc,dy ` λα xθ,dy ď α
2
pλα` 1q }d}22 . (34)
The significance of (34) is as follows. In a typical iteration of BGD, we have to backtrack a few times (say t
times) for each value of α. If we were to recompute Jpθ ´ αdq using (31) each time, then the runtime of Armijo
backtracking search is Optm2q, even after we have already computed d and Jpθq. Now, using (34), we can compute
in advance the following quantities (in this order): d, }θ}22, Σd, xc,dy, xθ,dy, dJΣd, θJΣd. Then, each check for
inequality (34) can be done in Op1q-time, for a total of Opm2 ` tq-times. Once we have determined the step size α,
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(33) allows us to compute the next gradient (i.e., the next d) in Opmq, because we have already computed Σd for
line search.
To implement BGD, we need to compute four quantities efficiently: the Σ matrix in (26), the vector c in (27),
point evaluation in (29), and the gradient in (30). The covariance matrix and the correlation vector only have to be
computed once in a pre-processing step. The gradient is computed at every iteration, which includes several point
evaluations as we perform line search.2 We do not need to compute the second moment sY because optimizing Jpθq
is the same as optimizing Jpθq ´ sY . Before describing how those four quantities can be computed efficiently, we
discuss how we deal with categorical features.
Categorical features via sparse tensors
The more interesting, more common, and also considerably challenging situation is in the presence of categorical
features. We next explain how we accommodate categorical features in the computation of Σ and c.
Example 12. In Example 7, the matrix Σ is of size 8ˆ 8 instead of 3ˆ 3 after one-hot encoding. However, many
of those entries are 0, for instance (@px, yq P D):
h1,vietnampxqh1,englandpxq “ 0
h1,englandpxqh2,vietnam,bluepxq “ 0
h2,vietnam,bluepxqh2,england,bluepxq “ 0
h2,vietnam,bluepxqh2,vietnam,redpxq “ 0.
The reason is that the indicator variables xblue and xengland act like selection clauses xcolor “ blue and xcountry “
england. More concretely, we can rewrite the entry σij as an aggregate over a more selective query. For instance, the
entry that corresponds to the product of functions h1,vietnampxq and h2,vietnam,redpxq from Example 7 can be rewritten
as follows: ÿ
px,yqPD
h1,vietnampxqh2,vietnam,redpxq “
ÿ
φ
x2axcxb,
where φ “ ppx, yq P D ^ xcolor “ red^ xcountry “ vietnamq.
Extrapolating straightforwardly, if we were to write Σ down in the one-hot encoded feature space, then the
entries σij under one-hot encoding got unrolled into many entries. Let Ci and Cj be the set of categorical variables
for hi and hj as defined in Section 3.3. Then, σij is in fact a tensor σij of dimension
ś
fPCi |pif pDq|ˆ
ś
fPCj |pif pDq|,
because
σij “ 1|D|
ÿ
px,yqPD
hipxqhjpxqJ. (35)
Similarly, each component cj of c defined in (27) is a tensor cj of dimension
ś
fPCj |pif pDq|, because hjpxq is a
tensor in the categorical case. The following follows immediately.
Theorem 4.3. Theorem 4.1 remains valid even when some features are categorical.
Note that the outer product in (35) specifies the matrix layout of σij , and so Σ is a block matrix, each of whose
blocks is σij . Furthermore, if we were to layout the tensor σij as a vector, we can also write it as
σij “ 1|D|
ÿ
px,yqPD
hipxq b hjpxq. (36)
The previous example demonstrates that the dimensionalities of σij and cj can be very large. Fortunately, the
tensors are very sparse, and a sparse representation of them can be computed with functional aggregate queries (in
the FAQ-framework [8]) as shown in Proposition 4.4 below. We next illustrate the sparsity.
2In our implementation, each iteration typically involves 1-4 backtracking steps.
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Example 13. We extend the Example 11 for entries in Sigma with categorical variables. Consider two indices i
and j to the component functions of g and h, where i “ pstore, cityq and j “ pcityq. Suppose the query result states
that the retailer has Ns stores in Nc countries. Then, the full dimensionality of the tensor σij is Ns ˆN2c , because
by definition it was defined to be
σij “ 1|D|
ÿ
px,yqPD
xstore b xcityloooooomoooooon
hipxq
b xcitylomon
hjpxq
. (37)
Recall that xstore and xcity are both indicator vectors. The above tensor has the following straightforward interpre-
tation: for every triple pstore, city1, city2q, where s is a store and c1 and c2 are cities, this triple entry of the tensor
counts the number of data points px, yq P D for this particular combination of store and cities (divided by 1{|D|).
Most of these ps, c1, c2q-entries are 0. For example, if c1 ‰ c2 then the count is zero. Thus, we can concentrate on
computing entries of the form ps, c, cq:
SELECT store, city, COUNT(*) FROM D GROUP BY store, city;
Better yet, since store functionally determines city, the number of entries in the query output is bounded by Ns.
Using relations to represent sparse tensor results in massive space saving.
We can also succinctly represent entries in Σ that are composed of continuous and categorical variables. Consider
the entry that corresponds to dimensions i “ pstore, cityq and j “ pcity, priceq. We can compute this entry with the
following SQL query:
SELECT store, city, SUM(price) FROM D GROUP BY store, city;
4.2 Solution for Principal Component Analysis
We next consider principal component analysis (PCA) over the training dataset defined by a feature extraction query.
We focus on the problem of computing the top-K principal components, which correspond to the eigenvectors of
the covariance matrix. Once computed, the principal components are then used to transform the data to a lower
dimensional space. We show that the solution to this problem requires similar computations as our solution for
square loss problems in Section 4.1.
Continuous features
We first consider the case with continuous features only. Let µ “ 1|D|
ř
xPD x be the vector of means for each
variable in the feature extraction query, and Σ1 “ 1|D|
ř
xPDpx´ µqpx´ µqJ the centered covariance matrix. The
top-K eigenvectors θ “ pθ1, . . . ,θKq and the corresponding eigenvalues λ “ pλ1, . . . , λKq can be computed one at
a time using the min-max theorem based on the Rayleigh quotient [69]:
max
θjPRp
min
λjPR
θJj Σjθj ` λjp}θj}2 ´ 1q (38)
We compute the optimal solution for the top eigenvector θ1 using a gradient-based optimization algorithm,
which optimizes the following loss function by alternating between performing gradient ascent with respect to θ1
and gradient descent with respect to λ1 until convergence:
Jpθ1, λ1q “ θJ1 Σ1θ1 ` λ1p}θ1}2 ´ 1q (39)
The gradient optimization steps can then be done with Algorithm 1, where the gradient of Jpθ1, λ1q for the two
subproblems is given by:
∇θ1Jpθ1, λ1q “ Σ1θ1 ´ 2λ1θ1 (40)
∇λ1Jpθ1, λ1q “ }θ1}2 ´ 1 (41)
The subsequent eigenvectors are computed with the same optimization procedure but over an updated covari-
ance matrix that subtracts all previously computed principal components. The iteration step assumes we already
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computed the covariance matrix Σl, the eigenvector θl, and the eigenvalue λl for l P rK ´ 1s. The step then
computes the eigenvector θl`1 and the eigenvalue λl`1 over the covariance matrix
Σl`1 “ Σl ´ λlθlθJl . (42)
Once we computed the top-K eigenvectors θ, the projection of a training sample x P D onto the lower K-
dimensional space is given by the inner product xJθ.
As for the square-loss problems, we can compute Σ1 once, and then compute the eigenvectors without scanning
the data again. If the data is centered in a preprocessing step, then the computation of Σ1 for PCA is identical to
(26) for the case of linear regression. If the data is not centered, we can compute the covariance matrix with the
following reformulation:
Σ1 “ 1|D|
ÿ
xPD
px´ µqpx´ µqJ “ 1|D|
ÿ
xPD
xxJ ´ 2µ|D|
ÿ
xPD
xJ ` 1|D|
ÿ
xPD
µµJ
“ 1|D|
ÿ
xPD
xxJ ´ 2µµJ ` µµJ “ 1|D|
ÿ
xPD
xxJ ´ µµJ (43)
Thus, we can compute the covariance matrix by first computing the matrix from (26) where hpxq “ x and then
subtracting µµJ to center the data.
The gradient with respect to θ for PCA requires the same computation over Σ1 as the gradient for linear
regression models (c.f. (32)).
Categorical features via sparse tensors
PCA is based on the analysis of variance between variables, and therefore it cannot be computed directly over
categorical data. It can however be meaningful to compute PCA over one-hot encoded categorical data, which
would provide insights into the variance of the frequency of the co-occurrence of categories for different categorical
variables. We can compute PCA over one-hot encoded categorical variables efficiently by computing it over the
sparse representation of the covariance matrix, which is a variant of the sparse tensor representation of the Σ matrix
that we introduced for the case of square-loss problems.
One difference between the square loss problems and PCA is that PCA requires its features to be linearly
independent. This property is not satisfied by one-hot encoding, because it is possible to derive the indicator value
for one category based on a linear combination of the indicator values for all other categories. For this reason, it
is common practice to do one-hot encoding of the categorical variables for all but one category. In our problem
formulation, this means that for a categorical variable c, we encode the corresponding component xc as an indicator
vector whose size is the number of its categories minus one, so that we one-hot encode over all but the last category
of c. This encoding is often referred to as dummy encoding in many data science tools.
Another difference is the requirement to center the data. For categorical data, it is not desirable to center the data
in a preprocessing step, as this would require a one-hot encoding of the input relations. To avoid the materialization
of the one-hot encoding, we compute the non-centered matrix first, and then subtract µµJ, as shown in (43). The
sparse representation of the covariance matrix is then a block matrix, where each entry σij P Σ1 is defined as:
σij “ 1|D|
ÿ
xPD
xix
J
j ´ µiµJj (44)
The vector of means µ has the same dimension as x, where for each categorical variable c P V the component
µc P µ is the vector of frequencies for all but one category in the domain of c:
µc “ 1|D|
ÿ
xPD
xc. (45)
The vector µc can be computed efficiently as a SQL count query with group-by variable c. We drop the group with
the lowest count and divide the count for each other group by |D|.
The resulting matrix Σ1 has the same structure as the sparse tensor that is computed for linear regression
problems. In fact, the quantity σij in (44) is simply the centered variant of the expression in (35) for the case where
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hpxq “ x. The centering of the Σ1 as well as updating the matrix for subsequent eigenvectors can be expressed as
group-by aggregate queries and computed without materializing the quantities µµJ and θθJ.
Example 14. Consider the entry σij P Σ1 where i “ pstoreq and j “ pcityq. We can compute the centered entry
in the covariance matrix based on the non-centered entry σij and the frequency vectors for store and city. The
non-centered entry is computed with the SQL query in Example 13,
Let µspstore, valq and µcpcity, valq be the relational encoding of the frequency vectors for store and respectively
city. The relations store tuples that give for each city and respectively store the corresponding frequency that is
denoted by val. We can then compute the pi, jq entry in the centered covariance matrix without materializing the
product of µs and µ
J
c with the following SQL query:
SELECT store, city, SUM(σij.val - µc.val * µs.val)
FROM σij,µc,µs WHERE σij.city = µc.city AND σij.store = µs.store
GROUP BY store, city;
Let θspstore, valq and θcpcity, valq be the relational encodings of the components in θ1 that correspond to store
and respectively city. We can compute the updated entry σij P Σ2 based on (42) without materializing the product
of θs and θ
J
c with the following query:
SELECT store, city, SUM(σij.val - λ1 * θc.val * θs.val)
FROM σij,θc,θs WHERE σij.city = θc.city AND σij.store = θs.store;
GROUP BY store, city;
The eigenvectors and eigenvalues can be computed on top of the sparse representation of the covariance matrix
without touching the input database, and the gradient with respect to the eigenvectors requires similar computation
as the gradient for square loss problems. We next show how we can compute the sparse tensor representation.
4.3 Efficient computation of the sparse tensor representation
We consider the problem of computing the sparse tensor representation for a given optimization problem. For
square-loss problems the sparse tensor captures the quantities Σ and c, and for PCA we compute the non-centered
covariance matrix (referred to as Σ for uniformity), which is then centered in a subsequent step as shown in
Example 14.
An immediate approach to computing this representation is to first materialize the result of the feature extraction
query Q using an efficient query engine, e.g., a worst-case optimal join algorithm, and then compute the entries
in the representation as aggregates over the query result. This approach, however, is suboptimal, since the listing
representation of the query result is highly redundant and not necessary for the computation of the aggregates.
We employ two orthogonal observations to avoid this redundancy.
First, we use the FAQ [8] and FDB [57] frameworks for factorized computation of aggregates over joins. In a
nutshell, factorized aggregate computation unifies three powerful ideas: worst-case optimal join processing, query
plans defined by fractional hypertree decompositions of join queries, and pushing aggregates past joins.
Second, we exploit the observation that in the computation of Σ many distinct tensors σij have identical sparse
representations. For instance, the tensor σij from Example 13 corresponding to i “ pstore, cityq and j “ pcityq
has the same sparse representation as any of the following tensors: pi, jq P tppcity, cityq, storeq, ppstore, storeq, cityq,
ppstore, cityq, storeq, . . .u. This is because store and city are categorical features and taking any power of the binary
values in their indicator vectors does not change these values. Furthermore, any of the two features can be in i
and/or j.
The time complexity of computing the representation can be lower than that of materializing the result of the
feature extraction query Q. Let |σij | denote the size (i.e., number of tuples) of the sparse representation of the σij
tensor. Let faqwpi, jq denote the FAQ-width of the FAQ-query3 that expresses the aggregate σij over Q; fhtw be the
3We show in the proof of Proposition 4.4 in Appendix B how to express σij and cj as FAQ-queries.
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fractional hypertree width of Q; and ρ˚ be the fractional edge cover number 4 of Q. Let I be the input database
and D “ QpIq. Let N be the size of the largest input relation in Q, which means that |D| “ OpNρ˚q. Recall that
V is the set of query variables in Q, E is the set of relations in Q, and m is the number of features. The time to
compute the sparse tensor representation can be bounded as follows.
Proposition 4.4. The tensors σij and cj can be sparsely represented by FAQ-queries with group-by variables CiYCj
and Cj, respectively. They can be computed in time
O
¨˝
|V|2 ¨ |E | ¨
ÿ
i,jPrms
pN faqwpi,jq ` |σij |q ¨ logN‚˛.
In case all features in D are continuous, i.e., Cj “ H for all j P rms, then faqwpi, jq “ fhtw [8] and the overall
runtime becomes Op|V|2 ¨ |E | ¨m2 ¨N fhtw ¨ logNq. When some features are categorical, we can also bound the width
faqwpi, jq and tensor size.
Proposition 4.5. Let c “ maxi,j |Ci Y Cj | be the maximum number of categorical variables for any σij. Then,
faqwpi, jq ď fhtw` c´ 1 and |σij | ď Nmintρ˚,cuu, @i, j P rms.
For any query Q with ρ˚ ą fhtw` c´ 1, there are infinitely many database instances for which
lim
NÑ8
Nρ
˚ř
i,jPrmspN faqwpi,jq `Nmintρ˚,cuq logN
“ 8. (46)
Our precomputation step takes strictly sub-output-size runtime for infinitely many queries and database in-
stances. If we were to compute σij on a training dataset with categorical variables one-hot encoded, then the
complexity would raise to Op|V|2 ¨ |E | ¨m2 ¨N fhtw`2d logNq, where d is the degree of the polynomial regression model
or factorization machine.
4.4 Point evaluation and gradient computation
We introduce two ideas for efficient point evaluation and gradient computation.
First, we employ a sparse representation of tensors in the parameter space. We need to evaluate the component
functions of g, which are polynomial. In the FaMa2r example, for instance, we evaluate expressions of the form
gstore, citypθq “
rÿ
`“1
θ
p`q
store b θp`qcity. (47)
The result is a 2-way tensor whose CP-decomposition (a sum of rank-1 tensors) is already given by (47)! There is
no point in materializing the result of gstore, citypθq and we instead keep it as is. Assuming Nc distinct cities and
Ns distinct stores in the training dataset D, if we were to materialize the tensor, then we would end up with an
ΩpNcNsq-sized result for absolutely no gain in computational and space complexity, while the space complexity of
the CP-decomposition is only OpNc `Nsq. This is a prime example of factorization of the parameter space.
Second, we explain how to evaluate (29) and (30) with our sparse tensor representation. The same techniques
can also be applied to evaluate (39) and (40) for PCA. There are two aspects of our solution worth spelling out:
(1) how to multiply two tensors, e.g., σij and gjpθq, and (2) how to exploit that some tensors have the same
representation to speed up the point evaluation and gradient computation.
To answer question (1), we need to know the intrinsic dimension of the tensor σij . In order to compute
Σgpθq in Example 13, we need to multiply σij with gjpθq for i “ pstore, cityq and j “ pcityq. In a linear model,
4Due to space limitation, these width notions are defined in Appendix A.
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gjpθq “ θj “ θcity. In this case, when computing σijθcity we marginalize away one city dimension of the tensor,
while keeping the other two dimensions store, city. This is captured by the following query:
SELECT store, city, SUMpσi,j .val ˚ θj .valq
FROM σi,j ,θj WHERE σi,j .city “ θj .city
GROUP BY store, city;
where the tensors σi,j and θj map pstore, cityq and respectively pcityq to aggregate values. In words, σijgjpθq is
computed by a group-by aggregate query where the group-by variables are precisely the variables in Ci.
For question (2), we use the CP-decomposition of the parameter space as discussed earlier. Suppose now we are
looking at the σij tensor where i “ pcityq and j “ pstore, cityq. Note that this tensor has the identical representation
as the above tensor, but it is a different tensor. In a FaMa2r model, we would want to multiply this tensor with the
component function gjpθq defined in (47) above. We do so by multiplying it with each of the terms θp`qstore b θp`qcity,
one by one for ` “ 1, . . . , r, and then add up the result. Multiplying the tensor σij with the first term θp1qstore b θp1qcity
corresponds precisely to the following query:
SELECT city, SUMpσi,j .val ˚ θp1qstore.val ˚ θp1qcity.valq
FROM σi,j ,θ
p1q
store,θ
p1q
cityWHERE σi,j .city “ θp1qcity.city AND σi,j .store “ θp1qstore.store
GROUP BY city;
where the tensors σi,j , θ
p1q
city, and θ
p1q
store map pstore, cityq, pcityq, and respectively pstoreq to aggregate values. Finally,
to answer question (2), note that for the same column j (i.e., the same component function gjpθq), there can be
multiple tensors σij which have identical sparse representations. (This holds especially in models of degree ą 1.)
In such cases, we have queries for point evaluation and gradient computation with identical from-where blocks
but different select-group-by clauses, because the tensors have different group-by variables. Nevertheless, all such
queries can share computation as we can compute the from-where clause once for all of them and then scan this
result to compute each specific tensor. This analysis gives rise to the following straightforward (and conservative)
estimates.
For each j P rms, let dj denote the degree and tj denote the number of terms in the polynomial gj (a component
function of g). Recall that p is the number of parameters.
Proposition 4.6. Point evaluation (29) and gradient computation (30) can be computed in time Opři,jPrms
titjdidj |σij |q, and respectively Oppři,jPrms titjdidj |σij |q.
The times for point evaluation and gradient computation are: Opd2 ři,jPrms |σij |q and Opndři,jPrms |σij |q for
the PRd model; Opr2d2 ři,jPrms |σij |q and Opnr3d2 ři,jPrms |σij |q for the FaMadr model; and Opři,jPrms |σij |q and
Opnři,jPrms |σij |q for PCA. Recall that the case for PCA is similar to that of LR, or equivalently PR1.
Overall, there are a couple of remarkable facts regarding the overall runtime of our approach. Without loss of
generality, suppose the number of iterations of BGD is bounded. (This bound is typically dimension-free, dependent
on the Lipschitz constant of J .) Then, from Proposition 4.5, there are infinitely many queries for which the overall
runtime of BGD is unboundedly better than the output size. First, our approach is faster than even the data-export
step of the mainstream approach that uses an external tool to train the model. Second, it is often well-agreed upon
that SGD is faster than BGD. However, a single iteration of SGD requires iterating through all data tuples, which
takes time at least the output size. In particular, by training the model using BGD in the factorized form, BGD
can be unboundedly faster than a single iteration of SGD.
5 FD-Aware Optimization
In this section, we show how to exploit functional dependencies among variables to reduce the dimensionality of
the optimization problem by eliminating functionally determined variables and re-parameterizing the model. We
compute the quantities (Σ, c) on the subset of features that are not functionally determined, and then solve the
lower-dimensional optimization problem. Finally, we recover the parameters in the original space in closed form.
Exploiting functional dependencies drastically reduces the computation time for (Σ, c) and the gradient.
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5.1 Introduction to the main ideas
Consider a query Q with categorical variables country and city. For simplicity, assume that there are only two
countries “vietnam” and “england”, and 5 cities “saigon”, “hanoi”, “oxford”, “leeds”, and “bristol”. Under one-hot
encoding, the corresponding features are encoded as indicators xvietnam, xengland, xsaigon, xhanoi, xoxford, xleeds, xbristol.
Since cityÑ country is a functional dependency (FD), for a given tuple x in the training dataset, the following hold:
xvietnam “ xsaigon ` xhanoi (48)
xengland “ xoxford ` xleeds ` xbristol. (49)
The first identity states that if a tuple has “vietnam” as the value for country (xvietnam “ 1), then its value for city
can only be either “saigon” or “hanoi”, i.e., rxsaigon, xhanois is either r1, 0s or r0, 1s, respectively. The second identity
is explained similarly.
How do we express the identities such as (48) and (49) in a formal manner in terms of the input vectors xcity and
xcountry? We can extract in a preprocessing step from the database a relation of the form Rpcity, countryq with city as
primary key. Let Ncity and Ncountry be the number of cities and countries, respectively. The predicate Rpcity, countryq
is the sparse representation of a matrix R of size Ncountry ˆNcity, such that if xcity is an indicator vector for saigon,
then Rxcity is an indicator for vietnam. In this language, the above identities are written as xcountry “ Rxcity. For
example, in the above particular example Ncity “ 5, Ncountry “ 2, and
R “
saigon hanoi oxford leeds bristol
1 1 0 0 0 vietnam
0 0 1 1 1 england
(50)
This relationship suggests a natural idea: replace any occurrence of statistics xcountry by its functionally determining
quantity xcity. Since these quantities are present only in the loss function L via inner products xgpxq, hpθqy, such
replacements result in a (typically) linear reparameterization of the loss. What happens next is less obvious, due to
the presence of the nonlinear penalty function Ω. Depending on the specific structure of FDs and the choice of Ω,
many parameters associated with redundant statistics, which do not affect the loss L, can be optimized out directly
with respect to the transformed Ω penalty.
The remainder of this subsection is a gentle introduction of our idea in the presence of one simple FD in the LR
model. Consider a query Q in which city and country are two of the categorical features and functionally determine
one another via a matrix R such that Rxcity “ xcountry for all x “ p¨ ¨ ¨ ,xcity,xcountry, ¨ ¨ ¨ q P D. We exploit this fact
to “eliminate” xcountry as follows.
xgpθq, hpxqy “ xθ,xy
“
ÿ
jRtcity,countryu
xθj ,xjy ` xθcity,xcityy ` xθcountry,xcountryy
“
ÿ
jRtcity,countryu
xθj ,xjy ` xθcity,xcityy ` xθcountry,Rxcityy
“
ÿ
jRtcity,countryu
xθj ,xjy `
C
θcity `RJθcountrylooooooooomooooooooon
γcity
,xcity
G
.
Reparameterize the model by defining γ “ pγjqjPV´tcountryu, and two functions g : Rn´1 Ñ Rn´1, h : Rn Ñ Rn´1:
γj “
#
θj j ‰ city
θcity `RJθcountry j “ city. (51)
gpγq “ γ (52)
hjpxq “ xj , j ‰ city. (53)
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(There is no γcountry.) Reparameterize Jpθq by
Jpθq “ 1
2|D|
ÿ
px,yqPD
pxgpθq, hpxqy ´ yq2 ` λ
2
}θ}22
“ 1
2|D|
ÿ
px,yqPD
p@gpγq, hpxqD´ yq2 ` λ
2
˜ ÿ
j‰city
››γj››22 ` ››γcity ´RJθcountry››22 ` }θcountry}22
¸
.
Note how θcountry has disappeared from the loss term, but it still remains in the penalty term. We now “optimize
out” θcountry by observing that
1
λ
BJ
Bθcountry “ RpR
Jθcountry ´ γcityq ` θcountry (54)
By setting (54) to 0 we obtain θcountry in terms of γcity: θcountry “ pIcountry `RRJq´1Rγcity and equivalently as
RpIcity `RJRq´1γcity, where Icountry is the order-Ncountry identity matrix and similarly for Icity. (See Appendix C.1.)
J can thus be expressed completely in terms of γ, and its gradient with respect to γ is also available:
Jpθq “ 1
2|D|
ÿ
px,yqPD
p@gpγq, hpxqD´ yq2 ` λ
2
˜ ÿ
j‰city
››γj››22 ` @pIcity `RJRq´1γcity,γcityD
¸
,
1
2
B }θ}22
Bγj “
#
γj j ‰ city`
Icity `RJR
˘´1
γcity j “ city.
The gradient of the loss term is computed using the matrix Σ and the vector c with respect to the pair pg, hq of re-
duced dimensionality. The matrix pIcity`RJRq is a rank-Ncountry update to the identity matrix Icity, strictly positive
definite and thus invertible. The inverse can be obtained using database aggregate queries; for numerical stability,
one may compute its Cholesky decomposition which can also be expressed by aggregate queries. These “linear
algebra via aggregate queries” computations are possible because our matrices admit a database interpretation, cf.
Section 5.6.
5.2 Functional dependencies (FDs)
Composite FDs lead to more complex identities. For instance, the FD (guest, hotel, date) Ñ room leads to the
identity xroom “ řxguestxhotelxdate. Let R be a relation on attributes guest, hotel, date, and room, encoding this
dependency, i.e., R has a compound key pguest, hotel, dateq. Then, corresponding to R there is a matrix R of
dimension Nroom ˆNguest ¨Nhotel ¨Ndate for which xroom “ Rpxguest b xhotel b xdateq. Our results can be extended to
the case of composite FDs, yet with a great notational burden; for the sake of clarity, we only state the results for
simple FDs.
Definition 4. An FD is simple if its left-hand side is one variable.
Let a query Q in which there are k disjoint groups G1, . . . , Gk of features, among other features. The ith group
is Gi “ tfiu Y Si, where fi is a feature, Si a set of features, and fi Ñ Si is an FD. We shall refer to these as groups
of simple FDs.
Example 15. In a typical feature extraction query for retailer customers, we have k “ 3 groups (in addition to
other features): the first group contains week Ñ month Ñ quarter Ñ year, and thus f1 = week and S1 = t month,
quarter, year u. In the second group, f2 = sku and S2 “ t type, color, size, ...u (a rather large group). In the third
group f3 “ store and S3 “ t city, country, region u.
For each feature c P Si, let Rc denote the matrix for which xc “ Rcxfi . For the sake of brevity, we also define a
matrix Rfi “ Ifi (the identity matrix of dimension equal to the active domain size of attribute fi), so the equality
Rcxfi “ xc holds for every c P Gi.
The linear relationship holds even if the variables are not categorical. For example, consider the FD skuÑ price
(assuming every stock-keeping unit has a fixed sale-price). The relationship is modeled with a 1ˆNsku matrix R,
where the entry corresponding to a sku is its price. Then, Rxsku “ xprice for any indicator vector xsku.
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Definition 5 (FD-reduced pairs of functions). Given a pair of functions g and h in our problem setting. Recall
that Cj ’s are defined in Section 3.3, while Sk’s are given in Definition 4. Define
K “ tj P rms | Cj X pS1 Y ¨ ¨ ¨ Y Skq ‰ Hu
(K is the set of component functions of h containing at least one functionally determined variable.)
The group of simple FDs induces an FD-reduced pair of functions g : Rp´|K| Ñ Rm´|K| and h : Rn Ñ Rm´|K| as
follows: The component functions of h are obtained from the component functions of h by removing all component
functions hj for j P K. Similarly, g is obtained from g by removing all component functions gj for which j P K.
Naturally, define the covariance matrix Σ and the correlation vector c as in (26) and (27), but with respect to h.
We next generalize the above technique to speedup the training of PRd and FaMa under an arbitrary collection
of simple FDs.
5.3 Polynomial regression under FDs
Recall the PRd-model formulated in Example 3. Consider the set AV of all tuples aV “ pawqwPV P NV of non-
negative integers such that }aV }1 ď d. For any px, yq P D and a P AV , define xba “
Â
vPV xbavv . In the PR
d model
we have θ “ pθaq}a}1ďd, gpθq “ θ, and hapxq “ xba. If a feature, say v P V , is non-categorical, then xbavv “ xavv .
If we knew xv P t0, 1u, then xavv “ xv and thus there is no need to have terms for which av ą 1. A similar situation
occurs when v is a categorical variable. To see this, let us consider a simple query where V “ tb, c, w, tu, and all
four variables are categorical. Suppose the PRd model has a term corresponding to a “ pab, ac, aw, atq “ p0, 2, 0, 1q.
The term of xθ, hpxqy indexed by tuple a is of the form@
θa,x
b2
c b xt
D “ xθa,xc b xc b xty .
For the dimensionality to match up, θa is a 3rd-order tensor, say indexed by pi, j, kq. The above expression can be
simplified as ÿ
i
ÿ
j
ÿ
k
θapi, j, kq ¨ xcpiq ¨ xcpjq ¨ xtpkq “
ÿ
j
ÿ
k
θapj, j, kqxcpjqxtpkq,
where the equality holds due to the fact that xcpjq is idempotent. In particular, we only need the entries indexed
by pj, j, kq of θa. Equivalently, we write:
xθa,xc b xc b xty “
@ppIc ‹ IcqJ b Itqθa,xc b xtD .
Multiplying on the left by the matrix pIc ‹ IcqJ b It has precisely the same effect as selecting out only entries
θapj, j, kq from the tensor θa. More generally, in the PRd model we can assume that all the indices aV “ pavqvPV
satisfy the condition that av P t0, 1u whenever v is categorical. (This is in addition to the degree requirement that
}aV }1 ď d.)
Given k groups of FDs represented by G1, . . . , Gk, let G “ Ťki“1Gi, S “ Ťki“1 Si, G “ V ´G, S “ V ´ S, and
F “ tf1, . . . , fku. For every non-empty subset T Ď rks, define FT “ tfi | i P T u. Given a natural number q ă d,
and a non-empty set T Ď rks with size |T | ď d´ q, define the collection
UpT, qq “ tU | U Ď G^ U XGi ‰ H,@i P T ^ U XGi “ H,@i R T ^ |U | ď d´ qu. (55)
For every tuple aG P NG with }aG}1 “ q ă d, i P T , and every U P UpT, qq, define the following matrices, which
play the same role as Icity `RJR in Section 5.1:
BT,q,i “
ÿ
UPUpT,qq
˜„
‹
cPUXGi
Rc
J „
‹
cPUXGi
Rc
¸
, (56)
Ra
G
,U “
â
wPG
awą0
Iw b
â
iPT
‹
cPUXGi
Rc. (57)
The following theorem reparameterizes Jpθq for PRd (d ě 1) to become Jpγq. While θ “ pθaq is a vector indexed
by tuples a “ aV P NV , the new parameters γ “ pγbq are indexed by integer tuples b “ bS¯ P NS¯ .
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Theorem 5.1. Let the PRd-model with parameters θ “ pθaV q}aV }1ďd, and k groups of simple FDs Gi “ tfiu Y Si,
i P rks. Define the reparameterization:
γbS “
$&%θpbG,0Gq bF “ 0Fÿ
UPUpT,qq
RJbG,UθpbG,1U|Gq T “ tj | j P F, bfj “ 1u, q “ }bG}1 .
Then, minimizing Jpθq is equivalent to minimizing the function
Jpγq “ 1
2
γJΣγ ´ xγ, cy ` λ
2
Ωpγq, (58)
where
Ωpγq “
ÿ
}bS}1ďd}bF }1“0
›››γbS ›››22 ` ÿ}bG}1“q
qăd
ÿ
TĎrks
0ă|T |ďd´q
C¨˚˝ â
wPG
bwą0
Iw b
â
iPT
B´1T,q,i
‹˛‚γpbG,1FT |F q,γpbG,1FT |F q
G
.
(Recall Σ and c from Definition 5.)
The proof of this theorem (Appendix C.2) is technically involved. J is defined above with respect to the
FD-reduced pair of functions g, h and a reduced parameter space of γ. Its gradient is simple to compute, since
1
2
BΩpγq
Bγb
S
“
$’’’&’’’%
γb
S
, bF “ 0F ,¨˚
˝ â
wPG
bwą0
Iw b
â
iPT
B´1T,q,i
‹˛‚γpb
G
,1FT |F q, T “ tj |
jPF,
bj“1u, q “ }bG}1 .
(59)
Moreover, once a minimizer γ of J is obtained, we can compute a minimizer θ of J by setting
θaV “
$’’’&’’’%
γaS , }aG}1 “ 0¨˚
˝ â
wPG
awą0
Iw b
â
iPT
„
‹
cPUXGi
Rc

B´1T,q,i
‹˛‚γpaG,1FT |F q, }aG}1ą0,}aG}1“q,T“ti | DcPGi,acą0u,U“tc | acą0,cPGu. (60)
Theorem 5.1 might be a bit difficult to grasp at first glance due to its generality. To give the reader a sense of
how the theorem is applied in specific instances, Appendix C.4 and C.5 present two specializations of the theorem
for (ridge) linear regression (PR1), and degree-2 polynomial regression (PR2).
5.4 Factorization machines under FDs
We now turn our attention to FaMa2r.
Theorem 5.2. Consider the FaMa model of degree 2, rank r, parameters θ “ pθi, pθp`qi q`PrrsqiPV and k groups of
simple FDs Gi “ tfiu Y Si, i P rks. Let G “ YiPrksGi,
βfi “
rÿ
`“1
ÿ
tc,tuPpGi2 q
RJc θ
p`q
c ˝RJt θp`qt , i P rks (61)
and the following reparameterization:
γw “
$&%θw, w R
Ťk
i“1Gi
θfi `
ÿ
cPSi
RJc θc ` βfi , w “ fi, i P rks.
γp`qw “
#
θp`qw , w R F
θ
p`q
fi
`řcPSi RJc θp`qc , w “ fi, i P rks.
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Then, minimizing Jpθq is equivalent to minimizing the function Jpγq “ 12gpγqJΣgpγq ´ xgpγq, cy ` λ2 Ωpγq, where
Ωpγq “
ÿ
wRG
}γw}22 `
kÿ
i“1
@
B´1i pγfi ´ βfiq, pγfi ´ βfiq
D ` ÿ
`Prrs
wRF
›››γp`qw ›››2
2
`
ÿ
iPrks
`Prrs
›››››γp`qfi ´ ÿ
cPSi
RJc γp`qc
›››››
2
2
. (62)
(Recall g, Σ and c from Definition 5.)
In order to optimize J with respect to γ, the following proposition provides a closed form formulae for the
relevant gradient.
Proposition 5.3. The gradient of Ωpγq defined in (62) can be computed by computing δp`qi “
ř
cPSi R
J
c γ
p`q
c , and
βfi “
rÿ
`“1
«ˆ
γ
p`q
fi
´ 1
2
δ
p`q
i
˙
˝ δp`qi ´
1
2
ÿ
tPSi
RJt pγp`qt ˝ γp`qt q
ff
Then,
1
2
BΩpγq
Bγw “
#
γw, w R G
B´1i pγfi ´ βfiq, w “ fi, i P rks.
(63)
1
2
BΩpγq
Bγp`qw
“
$’’’’&’’’’%
γp`qw , w R G, ` P rrs
γ
p`q
fi
´ δp`qi ´ 12δ
p`q
i ˝ BΩpγqBγfi
, w “ fi, ` P rrs
γp`qw ´Rw
„
γ
p`q
fi
˝ 1
2
BΩpγq
Bγfi
` 1
2
BΩpγq
Bγp`q
fi

, w P Si, ` P rrs.
(64)
Suppose that the minimizer γ of J has been obtained, then a minimizer θ of J is available in closed form:
θw “
#
γw, w P V zG
RtB
´1
i pγfi ´ βfiq, @t P Gi, i P rks.
θp`qw “
#
γ
p`q
w , @w R F, ` P rrs.
γ
p`q
w ´ δp`qi , w “ fi, ` P rrs.
This section shows that our technique applies to a non-linear model too. It should be obvious that a similar
reparameterization works for FaMadr for any d ě 1. There is some asymmetry in the reparameterization of 1st-order
parameters θi and 2nd-order parameters θ
p`q
i in Theorem 5.2, because we can solve a system of linear equation with
matrix inverses, but we don’t have closed form solutions for quadratic equations.
5.5 Principal Component Analysis under FDs
In this section, we show how to exploit functional dependencies to reduce the number of dimensions of the input to
PCA by computing the top-K eigenvectors and eigenvalues over the lower dimensional covariance matrix without
the functionally determined features. We show that the eigenvalues of the lower dimensional problem are identical
to those of the original problem, while the original eigenvectors can be derived from the solution to the lower
dimensional problem.
Recall the functional dependencies of the form fi Ñ Si, the sets S of functionally determined variables and
V “ V ´ S of all other variables, as in Section 5.2. Also, recall that each x P D is an n-dimensional vector, and for
each categorical variable c, the component xc is an indicator vector.
We define x to be the vector of size q “ |V |, which is obtained by removing all components from x that
correspond to functionally determined variables (i.e., all xc for which c P S). Similar to (43) and (45), we can
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express the q-dimensional vector of means and the q ˆ q covariance matrix over x:
µ “ 1|D|
ÿ
xPD
x
Σ1 “ 1|D|
ÿ
xPD
x xJ ´ µµJ.
The covariance matrix Σ1 can be computed directly over the input database as in Example 14. The effect of
computing a covariance matrix over x instead of x is that its sparse tensor representation does not require the
computation of any aggregate over a functionally determined variable.
For each functionally determined variable c P Si, the FD fi Ñ c induces a mapping from a component in x to
a component in x. We define U to be the rank-q matrix of all such mappings, so that x “ Ux and each index
ukl P U maps xl to xk. For a variable ck, let Nk be its domain size if ck is categorical or one otherwise. Take
two such variables ck and cl. Then, if ck “ cl the entry ukl is the identity matrix INk . If ck ‰ cl and there is no
functional dependency between them, then the entry ukl is the NkˆNl matrix of zeros. In case there is a functional
dependency cl Ñ ck, the entry ukl is the Nk ˆ Nl matrix that encodes this functional dependency. For instance,
in case l “ city and k “ country, the entry ukl is the Ncountry ˆ Ncity matrix whose entries pm,nq are one if the
n-th city is located in the m-th country, or zero otherwise (as exemplified in (50) in Section 5.1, and generalized as
Rc matrices in Section 5.2). We can compute a sparse representation of the matrix U as a collection of group-by
queries over the input relations, and without materializing the result of the feature extraction query.
The following lemma shows that the eigenvalues of the covariance matrix are preserved under FDs while the
eigenvectors are subject to a simple transformation.
Lemma 5.4. For some K ď q, let λ1, . . . , λK ą 0 be the top-K (positive-valued) eigenvalues of q ˆ q matrix
UJUΣ and η1, . . . ,ηK P Rq be the corresponding eigenvectors. Then λ1, . . . , λK are also the top-K eigenvalues of
Σ1. Moreover, the eigenvectors of Σ1 are
@j P rKs : θj “ 1
λj
UΣ1ηj
Proof. First note that µ “ 1|D|
ř
xPD x “ 1|D|
ř
xPD Ux “ Uµ and Σ1 “ 1|D|
ř
xPD xxJ´µµJ “ 1|D|
ř
xPD Ux x
JUJ´
UµµJUJ “ Up 1|D|
ř
xPD x x
J ´µµJqUJ “ UΣ1UJ. For any eigen-pair pλ,θq of Σ1, it holds Σ1θ “ λθ by defi-
nition. Thus, UΣ1U
Jθ “ λθ. Multiplying both sides by UJ to the left, we obtain UJUΣ1UJθ “ λUJθ. Hence,
pλ,UJθq is an eigen-pair of UJUΣ1. Since UJU is full-ranked, the set of positive eigenvalues of Σ1 is identical
to that of UJUΣ1. Moreover, let pλ,ηq be any of the eigen-pairs of UJUΣ1 in which λ ą 0, then the correspond-
ing eigenvector of Σ1 may be obtained by the identity: UΣ1U
Jθ “ λθ, which yields UΣ1η “ λθ. This gives
θ “ p1{λqUΣ1η to conclude the proof.
5.6 Linear algebra with database queries
To apply the above results, we need to solve several computational primitives. The first primitive is to compute the
matrix inverse B´1T,q and its product with another vector. This task can be done by either explicitly computing the
inverse, or computing the Cholesky decomposition of the matrix BT,q. We next explain how both of these tasks
can be done using database queries.
Maintaining the matrix inverse with rank-1 updates Using Sherman-Morrison-Woodbury formula [37], we
can incrementally compute the inverse of the matrix I ` řcPGi RJc Rc as follows. Let S Ă Gi be some subset
and suppose we have already computed the inverse for MS “ I `řsPS RJs Rs. We now explain how to compute
the inverse for MSYtcu “ I `řsPSYtcuRJs Rs. For concreteness, let the matrix Rc map city to country. For each
country country, let ecountry denote the 01-vector where there is a 1 for each city the country has. For example,
ecuba “ r1 1 0 0 0sJ. Then, RJc Rc “
ř
country ecountrye
J
country. And thus, starting with MS , we apply the Sherman-
Morrison-Woodbury formula for each country, such as:
pM` ecubaeJcubaq´1 “ M´1 ´ M
´1ecubaeJcubaM´1
1` eJcubaM´1ecuba
. (65)
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This update can be done with database aggregate queries, because eJcubaM´1ecuba is a sum of entries pi, jq in M´1
where both i and j are cities in cuba; v “ M´1ecuba is the sum of columns of M´1 corresponding to cuba; and
M´1ecubaeJcubaM´1 is exactly vvJ.
Overall, each update (65) can be done in OpN2cityq-time, for an overall runtime of OpN2cityNcountryq. This runtime
should be contrasted with Gaussian-elimination-based inverse computation time, which is OpN3cityq. When the FDs
form a chain, the blocks are nested inside one another, and thus each update is even cheaper as we do not have to
access all N2city entries.
Maintaining a Cholesky decomposition with rank-k update Maintaining a matrix inverse can be nu-
merically unstable. It would be best to compute a Cholesky decomposition of the matrix, since this strategy is
numerically more stable. There are known rank-1 update algorithms [32, 23], using strategies similar to the inverse
rank-1 update above. A further common computational primitive is to multiply a tensor product with a vector,
such as in pB´1i bB´1j qγfifj (also expressible as aggregate queries, cf. Appendix 2.2).
5.7 Discussion
Impact of FDs on model complexity
The prevalence of FDs presents new challenges from both computational and statistical viewpoints. On the one
hand, a reasonable and well-worn rule of thumb in statistics dictates that one should always eliminate features that
are functionally dependent on others, because this helps reduce both computation and model’s complexity, which in
turn leads to reduced generalization error (as also noted in [46]). On the other hand, the statistical effectiveness of
such a rule is difficult to gauge when the nature of dependence goes beyond linearity. In such scenarios, it might be
desirable to keep some redundant variables, but only if they help construct simpler forms of regression/classification
functions, leading to improved approximation ability for the model class.
It is, however, difficult to know a priori which redundant features lead to simple functions. Therefore, the
problem of dimensionality reduction cannot be divorced from the model class under consideration. While this
remains unsolved in general, in this work we restricted ourselves to specific classes of learning models, the complexity
of which may still be varied through regularization via (non-linear) penalties. Within a regularized parametric model
class, we introduced dimensionality reduction techniques (variable elimination and re-parameterization) that may
not fundamentally change the model’s capacity. The reduction in the number of parameters may still help reduce
the variance of parameter estimates, leading to improved generalization error guarantees.
Impact of FDs on computational complexity
Model reparameterization under FDs does not lower the data complexity from Proposition 4.4 for the computation
of the sparse tensor representation. Under a simple FD A Ñ B, the number of categories of the functionally
determined categorical variable B cannot exceed that of the functionally determining categorical variable A. This
means that by avoiding the computation of aggregates involving B, the data complexity for the computation of the
sparse tensor representation with both A and B is the same as with A only.
Computing less aggregates means however a reduction in the query complexity. In case only q ă n variables
functionally determine the entire set of n variables, the dimensionality of Σ for PRd is ΘpqdqˆΘpqdq, which is much
smaller than the dimensionality Θpndq ˆΘpndq of Σ. This reduction can be significant: In one of our experiments
with PR2 on the Retailer dataset v4, there is a reduction from 46M to 36M entries in the sparse tensor representation
of Σ and c. Proposition C.1 in Appendix C.3 provides the corresponding version of Corollary 4.2 with respect to
Σ.
This reduction in the query complexity comes at a price: The gradient solver has a new data-dependent com-
putation in the regularizer. For instance, under the functional dependency city Ñ country used in Section 5.1,
θcountry “ pIcountry `RRJq´1Rγcity where R is a matrix that maps between cities and countries in the input
database. Computing this linear algebra expression takes time OpN2cityNcountryq as explained in Section 5.6, where
Ncity and Ncountry are the number of cities (categories for the city categorical feature) and respectively countries.
Assuming these quantities are small, the reduction in the number of aggregates vastly dominates the modest in-
crease in the complexity of the additional linear algebra expression. Figure 5 in Section 7 indeed shows that using
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aggregates (variable order ∆, varMap, relation ranges R1rx1, y1s, . . . , Rdrxd, yds)
A “ rootp∆q; context “ pideppAqpvarMapq; resetpaggregatesAq; #aggregates “ |aggregatesA|;
if pdeppAq ‰ ancpAqq t aggregatesA “ cacheArcontexts; if paggregatesAr0s ‰ Hq return; u
foreach i P rds do Rirx1i, y1is “ Rirxi, yis;
foreach a P Ş
iPrds such that APvarspRiq piApRirxi, yisq do t
foreach i P rds such that A P varspRiq do
find range Rirx1i, y1is Ď Rirxi, yis such that piApRirx1i, y1isq “ tpA : aqu;
switch pAq :
continuous feature : λA “ rtpq ÞÑ 1u, tpq ÞÑ a1u, . . . , tpq ÞÑ a2¨degreeuus;
categorical feature : λA “ rtpq ÞÑ 1u, ta ÞÑ 1us;
no feature : λA “ rtpq ÞÑ 1us;
switch p∆q :
leaf node A :
foreach l P r#aggregatess do t ri0s “ RArls; aggregatesArls `“ λAri0s; u
inner node Ap∆1, . . . ,∆kq :
foreach j P rks do
aggregatesp∆j , varMapˆ tpA : aqu, ranges R1rx11, y11s, . . . , Rdrx1d, y1dsq;
if p@j P rks : aggregatesrootp∆jqr0s ‰ Hq
foreach l P r#aggregatess do t
ri0, i1, . . . , iks “ RArls;
aggregatesArls `“ λAri0s ˆ
Ś
jPrks aggregatesrootp∆jqrijs; u
u
if pdeppAq ‰ ancpAqq cacheArcontexts “ aggregatesA;
Figure 2: Algorithm for factorized computation of aggregates in AC/DC. Each aggregate maps from tuples over its
group-by variables to scalars. The parameters of the initial call are the variable order ∆ of the feature extraction
query, an empty map from variables to values, and the full range of tuples for each relation R1, . . . , Rd in the input
database.
one single functional dependency for Retailer leads to a 3.5ˆ performance speedup.
6 The Design and Implementation of AC/DC
In this section, we present the design of AC/DC, which is our implementation of the algorithms and optimizations for
the end-to-end computation of square loss problems presented in the previous sections. AC/DC computes each entry
in the sparse tensor representation of the problem as an aggregate over the feature extraction join query, following
the SQL encoding developed in previous sections, e.g., Examples 11 and 13. Two key optimizations used by AC/DC
for the computation of these aggregates are: (1) Factorized computation of aggregates over the feature extraction
query, with low complexity (Section 6.1); and (2) Massively shared computation across the aggregates (Section 6.2).
AC/DC also exploits functional dependencies to reduce the dimensionality of the problem. By design, AC/DC does
not achieve the complexity bound from Proposition 4.4. This is because it would need to different query plans
for different subsets of the aggregates. Instead, it uses one query plan for all these aggregates. This increases
the opportunity to share computation across the aggregates, which proved much more beneficial for the overall
performance.
6.1 Factorized aggregate computation
Factorized aggregate computation relies on a variable order for the query Q to avoid redundant computation. In
this paper, we assume that we are given a variable order. Prior work discusses the query optimization problem of
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finding good orders [57, 13, 8].
Variable Orders. State-of-the-art query evaluation uses relation-at-a-time query plans. We use variable-at-a-
time query plans, which we call variable orders. These are partial orders on the variables in the query, capture the
join dependencies in the query, and dictate the order in which we solve each join variable. For each variable, we join
all relations with that variable. Our choice is motivated by the complexity of join evaluation: Relation-at-a-time
query plans are provably suboptimal, whereas variable-at-a-time query plans can be chosen to be optimal [55].
For a query Q, a variable X depends on a variable Y if both are in the schema of a relation in Q.
Definition 6 (adapted from [58]). A variable order ∆ for a join query Q is a pair pF, depq, where F is a rooted
forest with one node per variable in Q, and dep is a function mapping each variable X to a set of variables in F . It
satisfies the following constraints:
• For each relation in Q, its variables lie along the same root-to-leaf path in F .
• For each variable X, deppXq is the subset of its ancestors in F on which the variables in the subtree rooted
at X depend.
Without loss of generality, we use variables orders that are trees instead of forests. We can convert a forest into
a tree by adding to each relation the same dummy join variable that takes a single value. For a variable X in the
variable order ∆, ancpXq is the set of all ancestor variables of X in ∆. The set of variables in ∆ (schema of a
relation R) is denoted by varsp∆q (varspRq respectively) and the variable at the root of ∆ is denoted by rootp∆q.
Example 16. Figure 4(a) shows a variable order for the natural join of relations RpA,B,Cq, T pB,Dq, and SpA,Eq.
Then, ancpDq “ tA,Bu and deppDq “ tBu, i.e., D has ancestors A and B, yet it only depends on B. Given B, the
variables C and D are independent of each other. For queries with group-by variables, we choose a variable order
where these variables sit above the other variables [13].
Figure 2 presents the AC/DC algorithm for factorized computation of SQL aggregates over the feature extraction
query Q. The backbone of the algorithm without the code in boxes explores the factorized join of the input relations
R1, . . . , Rd over a variable order ∆ of Q. As it traverses ∆ in depth-first preorder, it assigns values to the query
variables. The assignments are kept in varMap and used to compute aggregates by the code in the boxes.
The relations are sorted following a depth-first pre-order traversal of ∆. Each call takes a range rxi, yis of tuples
in each relation Ri. Initially, these ranges span the entire relations. Once the root variable A in ∆ is assigned a
value a from the intersection of possible A-values from the input relations, these ranges are narrowed down to those
tuples with value a for A.
To compute an aggregate over the variable order ∆ rooted at A, we first initialize the aggregate to zeros. This
is needed since the aggregates might have been used earlier for different assignments of ancestor variables in ∆. We
next check whether we previously computed the aggregate for the same assignments of variables in deppAq, denoted
by context, and cached it in a map cacheA. Caching is useful when deppAq is strictly contained in ancpAq, since
this means that the aggregate computed at A does not need to be recomputed for distinct assignments of variables
in ancpAqzdeppAq. In this case, we probe the cache using as key the assignments in varMap of the deppAq variables:
cacheArcontexts. If we have already computed the aggregates over that assignment for deppAq, then we can just
reuse the previously computed aggregates and avoid recomputation.
If A is a group-by variable, then we compute a map from each A-value a to a function of a and aggregates
computed at children of A, if any. If A is not a group-by variable, then we compute a map from the empty value pq
to such a function; in this latter case, we could have just computed the aggregate instead of the map though we use
the map for uniformity. In case there are group-by variables under A, the computation at A returns maps whose
keys are tuples over all these group-by variables in varsp∆q.
Example 17. Consider the query Q with the variable order ∆ in Figure 4(a). We first compute the assignments
for A as QA “ piAR ’ piAT . For each assignment a P QA, we then find assignments for variables under A
within the narrow ranges of tuples that contain a. The assignments for B in the context of a are given by
QaB “ piBpσA“aRq ’ piBS. For each b P QaB , the assignments for C and D are given by Qa,bC “ piCpσA“a^B“bRq and
QbD “ piDpσB“bSq. Since D depends on B and not on A, the assignments for D under a given b are repeated for every
occurrence of b with assignments for A. The assignments for E given a P QA are computed as QaE “ piEpσA“aT q.
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A∆1 ∆k¨ ¨ ¨
α `“ α0 ˆŚjPrks αj
aggregatesA “ ¨ ¨ ¨ α ¨ ¨ ¨
i0 i1 ¨ ¨ ¨ ik
λA “ ¨ ¨ ¨ α0 ¨ ¨ ¨
aggregatesrootp∆1q “ ¨ ¨ ¨ α1 ¨ ¨ ¨ aggregatesrootp∆kq “ ¨ ¨ ¨ αk ¨ ¨ ¨
i0 ´ 1 i0 i0 ` 1
i1 ´ 1 i1 i1 ` 1 ik ´ 1 ik ik ` 1
Figure 3: Index structure provided by the aggregate register for a particular aggregate α that is computed over the
variable order ∆ “ Ap∆1, . . . ,∆kq. The computation of α is expressed as the sum of the Cartesian products of its
aggregate components provided by the indices i0, . . . , ik.
Consider the aggregate COUNTpQq. The count at each variable X is computed as the sum over all value assign-
ments of X of the product of the counts at the children of X in ∆; if X is a leaf in ∆, the product at children is
considered 1. For our variable order, this computation is captured by the following factorized expression:
COUNT “
ÿ
aPQA
1 ¨
¨˝ ÿ
bPQaB
1 ¨
¨˝ ÿ
cPQa,bC
1 ¨ VDpbq‚˛˛‚¨ ÿ
ePQaE
1 (66)
where VDpbq “ řdPQbD1 is cached the first time we encounter the assignment b for B and reused for all subsequent
occurrences of this assignment under assignments for A.
Summing all X-values in the result of Q for a variable X is done similarly, with the difference that at the
variable X in ∆ we compute the sum of the values of X weighted by the product of the counts of their children.
For instance, the aggregate SUMpC ˚ Eq is computed over our variable order by the following factorized expression:
SUMpC ¨ Eq “
ÿ
aPQA
1 ¨
¨˝ ÿ
bPQaB
1 ¨
¨˝ ÿ
cPQa,bC
c ¨ VDpbq‚˛˛‚¨ ÿ
ePQaE
e (67)
To compute the aggregate SUMpC ˚Eq GROUP BY A, we compute SUMpC ˚Eq for each assignment for A instead
of marginalizing away A. The result is a map from A-values to values of SUMpC ˚ Eq.
A good variable order may include variables that are not explicitly used in the optimization problem. This is
the case of join variables whose presence in the variable order ensures a good factorization. For instance, if we
remove the variable B from the variable order in Figure 4(a), the variables C,D are no longer independent and we
cannot factorize the computation over C and D. AC/DC exploits the conditional independence enabled by B, but
computes no aggregate over B if this is not required in the problem.
The complexity bound in Proposition 4.4 is achieved by factorizing the computation of each aggregate in Σ
over a variable order that has all group-by variables for this aggregate above all other variables. Thus, different
aggregates can be computed over different variable orders.
6.2 Shared computation of aggregates
Section 6.1 explains how to factorize the computation of one aggregate in Σ, c, and sY over the join of database
relations. In this section we show how to share the computation across aggregates.
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Example 18. We consider the factorized expression of the aggregates SUMpCq and SUMpEq over ∆:
SUMpCq “
ÿ
aPQA
1 ¨
¨˝ ÿ
bPQaB
1 ¨
¨˝ ÿ
cPQa,bC
c ¨ VDpbq‚˛˛‚¨ ÿ
ePQaE
1 (68)
SUMpEq “
ÿ
aPQA
1 ¨
¨˝ ÿ
bPQaB
1 ¨
¨˝ ÿ
cPQa,bC
1 ¨ VDpbq‚˛˛‚¨ ÿ
ePQaE
e (69)
We can share computation across the expressions (66) to (69) since they are similar. For instance, given an
assignment b for B, all these aggregates need VDpbq. Similarly, for a given assignment a for A, the aggregates (67)
and (69) can share the computation of the sum aggregate over QaE . For assignments a P QA and b P QaB , expressions
(67) and (68) can share the computation of the sum aggregate over Qa,bC .
To share as much computation as possible between aggregates, AC/DC computes all aggregates together over
a single variable order, which significantly improves the data locality of the aggregate computation. This approach
does not follow Proposition 4.4 that assumes that each aggregate is computed over its respective best variable order.
AC/DC thus decidedly sacrifices the goal of achieving the lowest-known complexity for individual aggregates for
the sake of sharing as much computation as possible across these aggregates.
Aggregate Decomposition and Registration.
For a model of degree degree and a set of variables tAlulPrns, we have aggregates of the form SUMpślPrnsAdll q,
possibly with a group-by clause, such that 0 ď řlPrns dl ď 2 ¨degree, dl ě 0, and all categorical variables are turned
into group-by variables. The reason for 2 ¨ degree is due to the Σ matrix used to compute the gradient of the loss
function (30), which pairs any two features of degree up to degree. Each aggregate is thus defined uniquely by a
monomial
ś
lPrnsA
dl
l ; we may discard the variables with exponent 0. For instance, the monomial for SUMpC ˚Eq is
CE while for SUMpC ˚ Eq GROUP BY A is ACE.
Aggregates can be decomposed into shareable components. Consider a variable order ∆ “ Ap∆1, . . . ,∆kq, with
root A and subtrees ∆1 to ∆k. We can decompose any aggregate α to be computed over ∆ into k ` 1 aggregates
such that aggregate 0 is for A and aggregate j P rks is for rootp∆jq. Then α is computed as the product of its k` 1
components. Each of these aggregates is defined by the projection of the monomial of α onto A or varsp∆jq. The
aggregate j is then pushed down the variable order and computed over the subtree ∆j . If the projection of the
monomial is empty, then the aggregate to be pushed down is SUMp1q, which computes the size of the join defined
by ∆j . If several aggregates push the same aggregate to the subtree ∆j , this is computed only once for all of them.
The decomposed aggregates form a hierarchy whose structure is that of the underlying variable order ∆. The
aggregates at a variable X are denoted by aggregatesX . All aggregates are to be computed at the root of ∆, then
fewer are computed at each of its children and so on. This structure is the same regardless of the input data and
can be constructed before data processing. We therefore construct at compile time for each variable X in ∆ an
aggregate register RX that is an array of all aggregates to be computed over the subtree of ∆ rooted at X. This
register is used as an index structure to facilitate the computation of the actual aggregates. More precisely, an
entry for an aggregate α in the register of X is labeled by the monomial of α and holds an array of indices of the
components of α located in the registers at the children of X in ∆ and in the local register ΛX of X. Figure 3
depicts this construction.
The hierarchy of registers in Figure 4(b) forms an index structure that is used by AC/DC to compute the
aggregates. This index structure is stored as one contiguous array in memory, where the entry for an aggregate
α in the register comes with an auxiliary array with the indices of α’s aggregate components. The aggregates are
ordered in the register so that we increase sequential access, and thus cache locality, when updating them.
Example 19. Let us compute a regression model of degree 1 over a dataset defined by the join of the relations
RpA,B,Cq, SpB,Dq, and T pA,Eq. We assume that B and E are categorical features, and all other variables are
continuous. The quantities (Σ,c,sY ) require the computation of the following aggregates: SUMp1q, SUMpXq for each
variable X, and SUMpX ˚ Y q for each pair of variables X and Y .
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tA,Bu
tAu
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(a) Variable Order ∆.
1 A B C D E AA AB AC AD AE BC BD BE CC CD CE DD DERA “
1 A AAΛA “ 1 B C D BC BD CC CD DDRB “ 1 ERE “ ΛE “
1 BΛB “ 1 C CCRC “ ΛC “ 1 D DDRD “ ΛD “
(b) Aggregate Registers.
Figure 4: (a) Variable order ∆ for the natural join of the relations R(A,B,C), S(B,D), and T(A,E), each variable
X is annotated by the set that deppXq maps to; (b) Aggregate registers for the aggregates needed to compute a
linear regression model with degree 1 over ∆. Categorical variables are shown in bold.
Figure 4(a) depicts a variable order ∆ for the natural join of three relations, and Figure 4(b) illustrates the
aggregate register that assigns a list of aggregates to each variable in ∆. The aggregates are identified by their
respective monomials (the names in the register entries). The categorical variables are shown in bold. Since they
are treated as group-by variables, we do not need aggregates whose monomials include categorical variables with
exponents higher than 1. Any such aggregate is equivalent to the aggregate whose monomial includes the categorical
variable with degree 1 only.
The register RA for the root A of ∆ has all aggregates needed to compute the model. The register RB has all
aggregates from RA defined over the variables in the subtree of ∆ rooted at B. The variables C, D, and E are
leaf nodes in ∆, so the monomials for the aggregates in the registers RC , RD, and RE are the respective variables
only. We use two additional registers ΛA and ΛB , which hold the aggregates corresponding to projections of the
monomials of the aggregates in RA, and respectively RB , onto A, respectively B. For a leaf node X, the registers
ΛX and RX are the same.
A path between two register entries in Figure 4(b) indicates that the aggregate in the register above uses the
result of the aggregate in the register below. For instance, each aggregate in RB is computed by the product of
one aggregate from ΛB , RC , and RD. The fan-in of a register entry thus denotes the amount of sharing of its
aggregate: All aggregates from registers above with incoming edges to this aggregate share its computation. For
instance, the aggregates with monomials AB, AC, and AD from RA share the computation of the aggregate with
monomial A from ΛA as well as the count aggregate from RE . Their computation uses a sequential pass over the
register RB . This improves performance and access locality as RB can be stored in cache and accessed to compute
all these aggregates.
Aggregate Computation.
Once the aggregate registers are in place, we can ingest the input database and compute the aggregates over the
join of the database relations following the factorized structure given by a variable order. The algorithm in Figure 2
does precisely this. Section 6.1 explained the factorized computation of a single aggregate over the join. We explain
here the case of several aggregates organized into the aggregate registers. This is stated by the pseudocode in the
red boxes.
Each aggregate is uniformly stored as a map from tuples over their categorical variables to payloads that represent
the sums over the projection of its monomial on all continuous variables. If the aggregate has no categorical variables,
the key is the empty tuple.
For each possible A-value a, we first compute the array λA that consists of the projections of the monomials of
the aggregates onto A. If A is categorical, then we only need to compute the 0 and 1 powers of a. If A is continuous,
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we need to compute all powers of A from 0 to 2 ¨ degree. If A is not a feature used in the model, then we only
compute a trivial count aggregate.
We update the value of each aggregate α using the index structure depicted in Figure 3 as we traverse the
variable order bottom up. Assume we are at a variable A in the variable order. In case A is a leaf, the update
is only a specific value in the local register λA. In case the variable A has children in the variable order, the
aggregate is updated with the Cartesian product of all its component aggregates, i.e., one value from λA and one
aggregate for each child of A. The update value can be expressed in SQL as follows. Assume the aggregate α has
group-by variables C, which are partitioned across A and its k children. Assume also that α’s components are α0
and pαjqjPrks. Recall that all aggregates are maps, which we may represent as relations with columns for keys and
one column P for payload. Then, the update to α is:
SELECT C, pα0.P ˚ . . . ˚ αk.P q AS P FROM α0, . . . , αk;
Further Considerations.
The auxiliary arrays that provide the precomputed indices of aggregate components within registers speed up the
computation of the aggregates. Nevertheless, they still represent one extra level of indirection since each update to
an aggregate would first need to fetch the indices and then use them to access the aggregate components in registers
that may not be necessarily in the cache. We have been experimenting with an aggressive aggregate compilation
approach that resolves all these indices at compile time and generates the specific code for each aggregate update.
In experiments with linear regression, this compilation leads to a 4ˆ performance improvements. However, the
downside is that the AC/DC code gets much larger and the C++ compiler needs much more time to compile it.
For higher-degree models, it can get into situations where the C++ compiler crashes. We are currently working on
a hybrid approach that partially resolves the indices while maintaining a reasonable code size.
Point Evaluation, Gradient Computation and FD Optimization
For the computation of the point evaluation and gradient computation we use the optimizations we introduced in
Section 4.4. Recall that two entries in Σ can have the identical representation, which implies that a single aggregate
can be used in distinct products over different components of g. In order to avoid keep track of which aggregates
correspond to which entries in Σ, we construct for each aggregate a list of index pairs pi, jq for each σij P Σ that
require this aggregate. AC/DC then uses the index list and the aggregate computed at the root of the variable
order to compute the queries for point evaluation and gradient computation that were presented in Section 4.4.
Consider the matrix vector product p “ Σgpθq, which is needed for gradient computation. Let A be the root of
the variable order ∆. We compute p by iterating over all aggregate maps α P aggregatesA, and for each index pair
pi, jq that is assigned to α, we add to the i’th component of p the product of α and gjpθq. If i ‰ j, we also add to
j’s component of p with the product of α and gipθq.
For the FD optimization, it is required to construct the Rc matrices that were introduced in Section 5.2. In
AC/DC, we represent these matrices as maps that group the values for functionally determining variables by the
values that they determine. The maps are sparse representations of Rc matrices, and they are populated during the
computation of the factorized aggregates over the variable order. We choose this representation because it allows
for the efficient computation of the matrix I `RJc Rc, which is the basic building block the matrix BT,q from (56).
The reparameterization of the regularizer requires the computation of the inverse of BT,q. Therefore, we store the
matrix BT,q as a sparse matrix in the format used by the Eigen linear algebra library [36], and then use Eigen’s
Sparse Cholesky Decomposition to compute the inverse of BT,q.
7 Experiments
We report on the performance of learning regression and factorization machine models over three real datasets used
in retail and advertisement applications. We benchmark AC/DC against four state-of-the-art competitors. We also
report on the impact of two optimizations on the performance of AC/DC: (1) avoiding explicit one-hot encoding by
representing the data as a sparse tensor, and (2) exploiting functional dependencies to reduce the dimensionality of
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the problem. For all experiments, we assume that the model is given as input, and all systems compute the same
model. We do not consider the orthogonal problem of finding the best model for a given analytics task.
7.1 Experimental setup
Competitors
We benchmark AC/DC against four competitors: MADlib [40] 1.15.1 uses ols to compute the closed-form solu-
tion of polynomial regression models (MADlib also supports generalized linear models, but this is consistently
slower than ols in our experiments and we do not report it here); R [65] 3.0.2 uses lm (linear model) based on
QR-decomposition [30]; libFM [66] 1.4.2 supports factorization machines; and TensorFlow [1] 1.11 uses the Linear-
Regressor estimator with ftrl optimization [50], which is based on the conventional SGD optimization algorithm.
TensorFlow was compiled from source to enable specialized optimizations that are native to our machine, including
AVX optimizations. We use PostgreSQL 11 to compute the feature extraction query for R, libFM, and TensorFlow.
The competitors come with various limitations that affect their scalability.
MADlib requires the explicit one-hot encoding of the input relations, for which we use its predefined functions.
R limits the number of values in their data frames to 231´1. There exist R packages, e.g., ff, which work around
this limitation by storing data structures on disk and mapping only chunks of data in main memory. The biglm
package can compute the regression model by processing one ff-chunk at a time. Chunking the data, however, can
lead to rank deficiencies within chunks (feature interactions missing from chunks). This causes biglm to fail in all
our experiments, and we are thus unable to show performance numbers for it.
LibFM requires as input a zero-suppressed encoding of the join result. Computing this representation is an
expensive intermediary step between exporting the query result from the database system and importing the data.
To compute the model, we used its more stable MCMC variant with a fixed number of runs (300); its SGD
implementation requires a fixed learning rate α and does not converge. AC/DC uses the adaptive learning rate
from Algorithm 1 and runs until the parameters have converged with high accuracy (for FaMa, it uses 300 runs).
TensorFlow uses a user-defined iterator interface to load a batch of tuples from the training dataset at a time.
This iterator defines a mapping from input tuples to (potentially one-hot encoded) features and is called directly by
the learning algorithm. Learning over batches requires a random shuffling of the input data, which in TensorFlow
amounts to loading the entire dataset into memory. This failed for our experiments due to the large sizes of the
datasets. We therefore shuffle the data in PostgreSQL instead and provide the shuffled input to TensorFlow. We
benchmark TensorFlow for LR only as it does not provide functionality to create all pairwise interaction terms
for PR and FaMa. Third-party implementations of these models rely on python packages that failed to load our
datasets. The optimal batch size for our experiments is 100,000 tuples. Smaller batch sizes require loading too
many batches, very large batches cannot fit into memory. Since TensorFlow uses a fixed number of iterations, we
report the times to optimize with one epoch over the training dataset. This means that the algorithm learns over
each input tuple once. In practice, it is often necessary to optimize with several epochs to learn a good model.
Datasets
We experimented with three real-world datasets: (1) Retailer is used by a large retailer for forecasting user demands
and sales; (2) Favorita [26] is a public dataset used for retail forecasting; and (3) Yelp is based on the Yelp Dataset
Challenge [72] and used to predict ratings by a user for a business. The structure and size of these datasets is
common in retail and advertising, where data is easily generated by sales transactions or click streams. The feature
extraction query for each dataset is the natural join of the input relations.
Retailer has a snowflake schema with one fact table Inventory, which keeps track of the number of inventory
units for products (sku) in a store (locn) at a given date, and four dimension tables that store information about
the stores, products, weather conditions for each store on a given date, and demographics for the zip code of
each store. In total, the dataset has 43 variables, of which eight are categorical and two are not used as features
in our models. We design four fragments of our dataset with an increasing number of categorical features. The
fragment v1 is a partition of the entire dataset that is specifically tailored to work within the limitations of R. It
includes all categorical variables as features except for sku and zip. The fragment v2 computes the same model as
v1 but over all rows in the data (5ˆ larger than v1). The fragment v3 extends v2 with zip, and fragments v1 to v3
have no functional dependency. Finally, the fragment v4 has all variables but zip and the functional dependency
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skuÑ{category, subcategory, categoryCluster}. We learned LR, PR2, and FaMa82 models that predict the amount of
inventory units based on all other features.
Favorita has a star schema with one fact table and 5 dimension tables. The fact table Sales stores the number
of units sold for items for a given date and store, and an indicator whether or not the unit was on promotion at
this time. The other relations provide additional information about the skus and stores, the number of transactions
at each store on a given date, the oil price for each date, and information about which dates are holidays. There
are 18 variables in total, of which 15 are categorical. We exploit of the functional dependency: storeÑ{city, state,
storetype}. Our models predict the number of units sold, based on all variables except sku and date.
Yelp has a star schema with four relations, which store information on users, businesses, reviews that users give
to businesses, and attributes for businesses. One user can give many reviews to businesses and a business can have
many attributes. Thus, the result of the feature extraction query is much larger than the input relations. The
dataset has 26 variables in total, of which six are categorical. Our models predict the rating that users give to
businesses. The models are learned over all variables except the join keys, and exploit the functional dependency
cityÑstate.
Setup
All experiments were performed on an Intel(R) Core(TM) i7-4770 3.40GHz/ 64bit/32GB with Linux 3.13.0 and
g++6.4. We report wall-clock times by running each system once and then reporting the average of four subsequent
runs with warm cache. We do not report the times to load the database into memory for the join. All relations are
sorted by their join attributes.
7.2 Summary of findings
Our findings on the comparison between AC/DC and the four competitors are given in Table 1 for Retailer, and in
Table 2 for Favorita and Yelp. AC/DC is the fastest system in our experiments. It can compute the models over the
input database orders of magnitude faster than its competitors whenever they do not exceed memory limitation,
24-hour timeout, or internal design limitations.
The performance gap between competitors and AC/DC is primarily due to the following optimizations supported
by AC/DC:
1. It avoids the materialization of the join and the export-import step between database systems and statistical
packages, which take longer than end-to-end learning of LR models in AC/DC. Instead, AC/DC performs the
join together with the aggregates using one execution plan;
2. It factorizes the computation of the sparse tensor and the underlying join. The compression factor brought
by join factorization is 21ˆ for Retailer, 6ˆ for Favorita, and 39ˆ for Yelp;
3. It massively shares the computation of many aggregates representing entries in the sparse tensor. For instance,
there are up to 66M such sum aggregates (possibly with group-by clauses) for PR2 on Retailer v3 and they
take 1.89Mˆ less time than computing the count aggregate 66M times, where the count takes 23.51 seconds
as reported in Table 1;
4. It decouples the computation of the aggregates on the input data from the parameter convergence step and
thus avoids scanning the join result for each of the up to 1000 iterations;
5. It avoids the upfront one-hot encoding that comes with higher asymptotic complexity and prohibitively large
covariance matrices by only computing distinct, non-zero entries in the sparse tensor. For PR2 on Retailer v3,
this leads to 92.91ˆ less aggregates to compute;
6. It exploits the functional dependencies in the input data to reduce the number of features of the model, which
leads to an improvement factor of up to 3.5ˆ.
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Retailer v1 Retailer v2 Retailer v3 Retailer v4
Join Representation Listing 774M 3.614G 3.614G 3.614G
(#values) Factorized 37M 169M 169M 169M
Compression Fact/List 20.9ˆ 21.4ˆ 21.4ˆ 21.4ˆ
Join Computation (PSQL) 31.63 145.44 145.44 145.44
Factorized Computation of Count over Join 8.02 23.51 23.51 23.51
Linear Regression
Features (continuous+categorical) 33 + 55 33+55 33+1340 33+3702
Number of Entries in Sparse Tensor 3,013 3,016 112,144 145,184
MADLib (ols) Encode 1.35 2.45 2.94 3.53
Learn 912.55 8,855.11 ą86,400.00 ą86,400.00
R (QR) Join+Ex/Import+Encode 367.53 – – –
Learn 490.13 – – –
TensorFlow (ftrl) Join+Shuffle+Export 260.04 1,321.75 1,321.75 1,321.75
(1 epoch, batch size 100K) Learn 2,762.50 7,881.18 7,949.08 7,887.09
AC/DC Aggregate 25.51 116.64 117.94 380.31
Converge (runs) 0.02 (343) 0.02 (367) 0.42 (337) 8.82 (366)
Speedup of AC/DC over MADlib 74.36ˆ 75.91ˆ ą 729.97ˆ ą 217.56ˆ
R 33.61ˆ 8 8 8
TensorFlow 118.39ˆ 78.88ˆ 78.32ˆ 23.67ˆ
Polynomial Regression degree 2
Features (continuous+categorical) 562+2,363 562+2,366 562+110,209 562+154,033
Number of Entries in Sparse Tensor 900k 904k 66,033k 36,870k
MADlib (ols) Encode 1.35 2.45 2.94 3.53
Learn ą86,400.00 ą86,400.00 ą86,400.00 ą86,400.00
AC/DC Aggregate 131.86 512.00 820.57 1,819.80
Converge (runs) 2.01 (211) 2.04 (214) 208.87 (247) 219.51 (180)
Speedup of AC/DC over MADlib ą 645.43ˆ ą 168.08ˆ ą 83.93ˆ ą 42.36ˆ
Factorization Machine degree 2 rank 8
Features (continuous+categorical) 530+2,363 530+2,366 530+110,209 530+154,033
Number of Entries in Sparse Tensor 880k 884k 65,972k 36,675k
libFM (MCMC) Join+Ex/Import+Encode 412.84 1,462.54 3,096.90 3,368.06
Learn (runs) 19,692.90 (300) ą86,400.00 (300) ą86,400.00 (300) ą86,400.00 (300)
AC/DC Aggregate 128.97 498.79 772.42 1,672.83
Converge (runs) 3.03 (300) 3.05 (300) 262.54 (300) 144.07 (300)
Speedup of AC/DC over libFM 152.70ˆ ą175.51ˆ ą86.68ˆ ą49.53ˆ
Table 1: Time performance (seconds) for learning LR, PR, and FaMa models over increasingly larger fragments (v1
to v4) of Retailer. (–) means that the system failed to compute due to design limitations. The timeout is set to 24
hours (86,400 seconds). R and MADlib do not support FaMa models. TensorFlow does not support PR and FaMa
models.
7.3 Further details
Categorical features
As we move from Retailer v2 to v4, we increase the number of categorical features by approx. 50ˆ for LR (from 55
to 2.7K) and 65ˆ for PR2 and FaMa82 (from 2.4K to 154K). This translates to a same-order increase in the number
of aggregates: 65ˆ (51ˆ) more distinct non-zero aggregates in v4 vs v2 for LR (resp. PR2 and FaMa82). This increase
only led to a decrease in performance of AC/DC of 7ˆ for LR and and 13.7ˆ for PR2. This behavior remains the
same for AC/DC’s aggregate computation step with or without the convergence step, since the latter is dominated
by the former by up to three orders of magnitude. This sub-linear behavior is partly explained by the ability of
AC/DC to process many aggregates much faster in bulk than individually: it takes about 24 seconds for one count
aggregate, but only 1819 seconds to compute all 37M entries in the sparse tensors for PR2 on v4!
For MADlib, the performance decrease is at least 9ˆ for LR when moving from v2 to v3 and it times out after
24 hours for v3, v4 and all PR2 experiments. The performance of TensorFlow is largely invariant to the increase
in the number of categorical features, since its internal mapping from tuples in the training dataset to the sparse
representation of the features vector remains of similar size. Nevertheless, our system is consistently orders of
magnitudes faster than computing only a single epoch in TensorFlow.
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Favorita Yelp
Join Representation Listing 2.302G 2.835G
(#values) Factorized 377M 71.9M
Compression Fact/List 6ˆ 39.43ˆ
Join Computation (PSQL) 162.93 195.26
Factorized Computation of Count over Join 46.60 21.07
Linear regression
Features (continuous+categorical) 4 + 521 21 + 1,068
Number of Entries in Sparse Tensor 59,582 46,401
MADLib (ols) Encode 77.41 61.79
Learn 21,890.15 44,307.88
TensorFlow (ftrl) Join+Shuffle+Export 614.26 1,110.41
(1 epoch, batch size 100K) Learn 4,771.12 5,763.88
AC/DC Aggregate 377.44 42.89
Converge (runs) 0.10 (10) 0.14 (331)
Speedup of AC/DC over MADlib 57.88ˆ 1,031.13ˆ
TensorFlow 14.19ˆ 159.76ˆ
Polynomial Regression degree 2
Features (continuous+categorical) 7 + 59,055 211 + 41,559
Number of Entries in Sparse Tensor 6,783,077 6,478,164
MADlib (ols) Encode 77.41 61.79
Learn ą86,400.00 ą86,400.00
AC/DC Aggregate 1,637.10 3,650.47
Converge (runs) 1.70 (10) 203.64 (1000)
Speedup of AC/DC over MADlib ą 52.72ˆ ą 22.42ˆ
Factorization Machine degree 2 rank 8
Features (continuous+categorical) 5 + 59,055 192 + 41,559
Number of Entries in Sparse Tensor 6,782,134 6,454,053
libFM (MCMC) Join+Ex/Import+Encode 3,214.79 2,719.48
Learn (runs) ą86,400.00 67,829.59
AC/DC Aggregate 1,709.32 3,633.93
Converge (runs) 556.04 (300) 265.94 (300)
Speedup of AC/DC over libFM ą 39.56ˆ 18.09ˆ
Table 2: Time performance (seconds) for learning LR, PR, and FaMa models over Favorita and Yelp. (–) means
that the system failed to compute due to design limitations. The timeout is set to 24 hours (86,400 seconds).
Increasing database size.
A 5ˆ increase in database size and join result from v1 to v2 leads to a similar decrease factor in performance for
AC/DC on all models, since the number of features and aggregates stay roughly the same and the join is acyclic
and processed in linear time. The performance of MADlib, TensorFlow, and libFM follows the same trend for LR
and FaMa. MADlib runs out of time (24 hours) for both datasets for PR2 models. R cannot cope with the size
increase due to internal design limitations.
One-hot encoding vs. sparse encoding with group-by aggregates.
One-hot encoding categorical features leads to a large number of zero and/or redundant entries in the Σ matrix.
For instance, for PR2 on Retailer v3, the number of features is m “ 110, 771, and then the upper half of Σ would
have mpm ` 1q{2 « 6 ˆ 109 entries! Most of these are either zero or repeating. In contrast, AC/DC’s sparse
representation only considers 66,033k non-zero and distinct aggregates. The number of aggregates is thus reduced
by a factor of 92.91!
Our competitors require the data be one-hot encoded before learning. The static one-hot encoding took (in
seconds): 28.42 for R on v1; 9.41 for F on v1 and v2; up to 77 for MADlib on Yelp; and up to an hour for libFM,
due to the expensive zero-suppression step. TensorFlow one-hot encodes on the fly during the learning phase and
cannot be reported separately.
AC/DC performance breakdown: Effect of functional dependencies and of sparse encoding
Figure 5 shows the performance breakdown for AC/DC. One-hot encoding exceeds the available memory for all
but the smallest Retailer datasets v1 and v2. Our prior system F for in-database learning of LR models [68], which
served as starting point for AC/DC, would require one-hot encoding and thus suffer from this scalability problem.
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Figure 5: Breakdown of AC/DC performance for LR (left) and PR2 (right): (1) one-hot encoded input and not
using FDs; (2) sparse-encoded input and not using FDs; (3) sparse-encoded input and using FDs.
The FD in the Retailer dataset v4 has a twofold effect on AC/DC (all other systems do not exploit FDs): it
effectively reduces the number of features and aggregates, which leads to better performance of the in-database
precomputation step; yet it requires a more elaborate convergence step due to the more complex regularizer. For
LR, the aggregate step becomes 2.3ˆ faster, while the convergence step increases 13ˆ. Nevertheless, the convergence
step takes at most 2% of the overall compute time in this case. For degree-2 models, the FD brings an improvement
by a factor of 3.5ˆ for PR2, and 3.87ˆ for FaMa82. This is due to a 10% decrease in the number of categorical
features, which leads to a 20% decrease in the number of group-by aggregates.
The FDs for Favorita and Yelp have a relatively smaller effect on performance (there are only 54 stores in
Favorita, so the reduction in the number of aggregates is small). This starts to be more visible for PR2 (Figure 5
right).
8 Related work
Our work follows closely Chaudhuri’s manifesto on SQL-aware data mining systems from two decades ago [19] in two
key aspects. First, the goal of our work is not to invent new machine learning models or data analysis techniques,
but identify common data-centric steps across a broad class of learning algorithms and investigate their theoretical
and systems challenges. We show that such steps can be encoded as SQL group-by aggregate queries, which are
amenable to shared batch computation. Second, our approach performs data analysis not only over materialized
relations but more importantly over feature extraction queries, whose results need not be materialized. This enables
the interaction between the aggregates encoding the data-centric steps and the underlying queries (this is called
ad-hoc mining in Chaudhuri’s terminology).
A reevaluation of Chaudhuri’s manifesto in today’s context brings forth two important technical changes. The
first game-changer is represented by the recent development on the theory and practice of processing queries with
joins and aggregates. This includes a new breed of worst-case optimal join algorithms, which support listing represen-
tation [54, 71] or factorized representation [58] of query results, and extensions to aggregate computation [13, 8, 57].
This exploits theoretical developments on (fractional) hypertree decompositions of relational queries [34, 35, 49].
These algorithms overshadow the traditional query plans in both asymptotic complexity [55] and practical per-
formance [13, 56]. The second change is in the workload. Whereas SQL-aware data mining systems were mostly
concerned with association rules, decision trees, and clustering, current workloads feature a broader spectrum of
increasingly more sophisticated machine learning (ML) models, including polynomial regression models, factoriza-
tion machines, generalized linear models, generalized low-rank models, sum-product networks, and convolutional
networks. In this article, we introduce a unified approach to learning polynomial regression models and factorization
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machines over non-materialized feature extraction queries with the lowest known complexity and best performance
to date. Besides the technical changes, there is also a more profound change: There is more data readily available
in all aspects of our society and there is more appetite in industry to monetize it by turning it into knowledge.
The current landscape for ML-enabled data systems can be categorized depending on the degree of integration
of the data system, which hosts the data and supports data access via query primitives, with the ML library of
models and learning algorithms.
By far the most common approach is to provide no integration of the two systems, which are distinct tools
on the technology stack: The data system exports the training dataset as one relation, commonly presented as a
CSV file, and then the ML system imports it into its own format and learns the desired model. Prime examples
are the pairing of open-source data systems such as Spark [73] or MySQL/PostgreSQL with ML systems such as
R [65], Python StatsModels [70], Python Scikit [60], MLpack [22], TensorFlow [1], SystemML [41, 15], MLLib [51],
and DeepDist [53]. The advantage of this approach is that the two systems can be developed independently, with
virtually any ML model readily available for use. The main disadvantage is the expensive data export/import at
the interface between the two systems: The feature extraction query is computed inside the data system, its result
exported and imported into the data format of the ML system, where the model is learned. This approach is
very expensive due to the import/export step and the unnecessary repetitions of data blocks in the query result as
prescribed by the joins in the query. A further disadvantage is that the two-system approach inherits the limitations
of both systems: For instance, the data-frame size limitation in R makes it impossible to learn models over large
datasets even though the data system can process queries over such datasets.
The second class of systems features a loose integration: The ML code migrates inside the space of the data
system process, with each ML task being implemented by a distinct user-defined aggregate function (UDAF). Prime
examples of this class are MADlib [40] and GLADE PF-OLA [64]. MADlib casts analytics as UDAFs that can be
used in SQL queries and executed inside PostgreSQL. GLADE PF-OLA casts analytics as a special form of UDAFs
called Generalized Linear Aggregates that can be executed using the GLADE distributed engine [21]. These UDAFs
remain black boxes for the underlying query engine, which has to compute the feature extraction query and delegate
the UDAF computation on top of the query result to the MADLib’s and GLADE PF-OLA’s specialized code. The
advantage of this approach is that the expensive export/import step is avoided. The disadvantage is that each ML
task has to be migrated inside the data system space, which comes with design and implementation overhead. A
further step towards integration is exemplified by Bismarck [28], which provides a unified programming architecture
for many ML tasks instead of one UDAF per task, with possible code reuse across UDAFs.
The third class of systems features a tight integration: There is one unified execution strategy for both the feature
extraction query and the subsequent learning task, with subcomponents of the latter possibly pushed past the joins
in the former. Prime examples are Morpheus [45], Hamlet [46], and our prior system F [68] that support generalized
linear models, Na¨ıve Bayes classification, and respectively linear regression models with continuous features over
feature extraction queries. This class also contains the recent efforts on in-database linear algebra [20] and on
scaling linear algebra using existing distributed database systems [48] and the declarative language BUDS [31],
whose compiler can perform deep optimizations of the user’s program. Our approach AC/DC generalizes F to
non-linear models, categorical features, and model reparameterization under functional dependencies. A key aspect
that sets apart AC/DC and its predecessor F from prior work is that they employ execution strategies for the
mixed workload of queries and learning with complexity that may be asymptotically lower than that of query
materialization alone. In particular, all machine learning approaches that require as input the materialization of
the result of the feature extraction query are asymptotically suboptimal. This complexity gap translates into a
performance gap, cf. Section 7.
Figure 1 sums up the difference between the first two classes, denoted as out-of-database learning, and the
third class, denoted as in-database learning. The inspiration for our work on in-database factorized learning lies
with factorized computation of aggregates over joins [13, 8], which avoids the materialization of joins, and with
the LogicBlox system [52, 11], which has a unified system architecture and declarative programming language for
hybrid database and optimization workloads.
Beyond the above classification, there are several directions of research at the interface of databases and ML:
ML-aware query languages, the effect of dependencies on model training, sparse data representations, and imple-
mentations of gradient descent solvers.
Analytical tasks can be expressed to a varying degree within query languages possibly extended with new con-
structs. Very recent works investigate query languages for matrices [18] and a relational framework for classifier
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engineering [43]. They follow works on query languages with data mining capabilities [17, 59], also called descriptive
or backward-looking analytics, and on in-database data mining solutions, such as frequent itemsets [61] and associ-
ation rule mining [10]. Our rewriting of ML code into aggregates falls into this line of work as well. The additional
fixpoint computation needed on top of the aggregate computation for convergence of the model parameters, which
is intrinsic to gradient descent approaches, can be expressed using recursive queries [3].
Functional dependencies (FDs) can be used to avoid key-foreign key joins and reduce the number of features in
Na¨ıve Bayes classification and feature selection [46]. In this article we consider the effect of FDs on the reparam-
eterization of regression models, where a non-trivial development is on the effect of FDs on the model’s non-linear
regularization function, cf. Section 5. Our factorized learning approach exploits the join dependencies present in the
training dataset, as defined by the feature extraction query. This follows prior work on factorized databases [13, 58].
State-of-the-art machine learning systems use a sparse representation of the input data to avoid redundancy
introduced by one-hot encoding [66, 25]. In our setting, however, such systems require an additional data transfor-
mation step after the result of the feature extraction query is exported. This additional step is time consuming and
makes the use of such systems very inefficient in many practical applications. In statistics and machine learning,
there is a rich literature on learning with sparse and/or multilinear structures [39]. Such methods complement our
framework and it would be of interest to leverage and adapt them to our setting.
Finally, there is a large collection of gradient-based methods proposed in the optimization literature. The
description of our approach assumes batch gradient descent (BGD), though our insights are applicable to other
methods, including Quasi-Newton algorithms. The main rationale for our choice is simplicity and good statisti-
cal properties. When combined with backtracking line search (as we do in this paper) or second-order gradient
estimation (as in Quasi-Newton methods), BGD is guaranteed to converge to a minimum with linear asymptotic
convergence rate. A na¨ıve computation of the gradient requires a full pass over the data, which can be inefficient
in large-scale analytics. A popular alternative is stochastic gradient descent (SGD), which estimates the gradient
with a randomly selected mini-batch of training samples. The convergence of SGD, however, is noisy, requires
careful setting of hyperparameters, and does not achieve the linear asymptotic convergence rate of BGD [16]. In
our setting, the entire BGD execution can be arbitrarily faster than one SGD iteration over the result of the feature
extraction query.
9 Open Problems
Our in-database learning framework raises open questions on statistics, algorithm design, and optimization. We
next sketch a few representative questions.
One research direction is to extend the class of statistical models to train efficiently inside the database beyond
those considered in this paper. Our formulation (19) captures a common class of regression models (such as PR
and FaMa) and classification models (such as logistic and SVM), which is done by changing the loss function L. It
remains open how to extend our formulation to capture latent variable models.
The aggregates defining Σ, c, point evaluation, and gradient computation are “multi-output” queries. They
deserve a systematic investigation, from formulation to evaluation and complexity analysis. In practice, one often
reserves a fragment of the training data for model validation. It is an interesting question to incorporate this data
partitioning requirement into our framework.
Understanding how to adapt further optimization algorithms, such as coordinate descent or stochastic gradient,
to our in-database framework is an important research direction. Furthermore, our FD-aware optimization is specific
to the `2-norm in the penalty term. We would also like to understand the effect of other norms, e.g., `1, on model
reparameterization under FDs.
Finally, we conjecture that the cost function may be easier to optimize with respect to the reduced set of
parameters that are not functionally determined: As redundant variables are eliminated or optimized out, the cost
function’s Hessian with respect to reduced parameters becomes less ill-conditioned, resulting in faster convergence
behavior for gradient-based optimization techniques. The impact of FD-based dimensionality reduction, from both
computational and statistical standpoints, have not been extensively studied for learning (nonlinear) models with
categorical variables, which are precisely the kind discussed in our framework.
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A Widths for FAQ Queries and the InsideOut Algorithm
A.0.1 Background: Fractional edge cover number and output size bounds
In what follows, we consider a conjunctive query Q over a relational database instance I. We use N to denote the
size of the largest input relation in Q. We also use QpIq to denote the output and |QpIq| to denote its size. We use
the query Q and its hypergraph H interchangeably.
Definition 7 (Fractional edge cover number ρ˚). Let H “ pV, Eq be a hypergraph (of some query Q). Let B Ď V
be any subset of vertices. A fractional edge cover of B using edges in H is a feasible solution λ “ pλSqSPE to the
following linear program:
min
ÿ
SPE
λS
s.t.
ÿ
S:vPS
λS ě 1, @v P B
λS ě 0, @S P E .
The optimal objective value of the above linear program is called the fractional edge cover number of B in H and
is denoted by ρH˚pBq. When H is clear from the context, we drop the subscript H and use ρ˚pBq.
Given a conjunctive query Q, the fractional edge cover number of Q is ρH˚pVq where H “ pV, Eq is the hypergraph
of Q.
Theorem A.1 (AGM-bound [12, 35]). Given a full conjunctive query Q over a relational database instance I, the
output size is bounded by
|QpIq| ď Nρ˚ ,
where ρ˚ is the fractional edge cover number of Q.
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Theorem A.2 (AGM-bound is tight [12, 35]). Given a full conjunctive query Q and a non-negative number N ,
there exists a database instance I whose relation sizes are upper-bounded by N and satisfies
|QpIq| “ ΘpNρ˚q.
Worst-case optimal join algorithms [71, 54, 55, 6] can be used to answer any full conjunctive query Q in time
Op|V| ¨ |E | ¨Nρ˚ ¨ logNq. (70)
A.0.2 Background: Tree decompositions, acyclicity, and width parameters
Definition 8 (Tree decomposition). Let H “ pV, Eq be a hypergraph. A tree decomposition of H is a pair pT, χq
where T “ pV pT q, EpT qq is a tree and χ : V pT q Ñ 2V assigns to each node of the tree T a subset of vertices of
H. The sets χptq, t P V pT q, are called the bags of the tree decomposition. There are two properties the bags must
satisfy
(a) For any hyperedge F P E , there is a bag χptq, t P V pT q, such that F Ď χptq.
(b) For any vertex v P V, the set tt | t P V pT q, v P χptqu is not empty and forms a connected subtree of T .
Definition 9 (acyclicity). A hypergraph H “ pV, Eq is acyclic iff there exists a tree decomposition pT, χq in which
every bag χptq is a hyperedge of H.
When H represents a join query, the tree T in the above definition is also called the join tree of the query. A
query is acyclic if and only if its hypergraph is acyclic.
For non-acyclic queries, we often need a measure of how “close” a query is to being acyclic. To that end, we use
width notions of a query.
Definition 10 (g-width of a hypergraph: a generic width notion [9]). Let H “ pV, Eq be a hypergraph, and
g : 2V Ñ R` be a function that assigns a non-negative real number to each subset of V. The g-width of a
tree decomposition pT, χq of H is maxtPV pT q gpχptqq. The g-width of H is the minimum g-width over all tree
decompositions of H. (Note that the g-width of a hypergraph is a Minimax function.)
Definition 11 (Treewidth and fractional hypertree width are special cases of g-width). Let s be the following
function: spBq “ |B|´ 1, @V Ď V. Then the treewidth of a hypergraph H, denoted by twpHq, is exactly its s-width,
and the fractional hypertree width of a hypergraph H, denoted by fhtwpHq, is the ρ˚-width of H.
From the above definitions, fhtwpHq ě 1 for any hypergraph H. Moreover, fhtwpHq “ 1 if and only if H is
acyclic.
A.0.3 Background: Vertex/variable orderings and their equivalence to tree decompositions
Besides tree decompositions, there is another way to define acyclicity and width notions of a hypergraph, which is
orderings of the hypergraph vertices. And just like we refer to queries and hypergraphs interchangeably, we also
refer to query variables and hypergraph vertices interchangeably.
In what follows, we use n to denote the number of vertices of the given hypergraph H.
Definition 12 (Vertex ordering of a hypergraph). A vertex ordering of a hypergraph H “ pV, Eq is simply a listing
σ “ pv1, . . . , vnq of all vertices in V.
Definition 13 (Elimination sets Uσj of a vertex ordering σ). Given a hypergraph H “ pV, Eq and a vertex ordering
σ “ pv1, . . . , vnq, we define sets Uσ1 , . . . , Uσn Ď V, called the elimination sets of σ, as follows: Let Bpvnq be the set of
hyperedges of H that contain vn. We define Uσn to be the union of all hyperedges in Bpvnq:
Uσn “
ď
SPBpvnq
S.
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If n “ 1, then we are done. Otherwise, we remove vertex vn and all hyperedges in Bpvnq from H and add back to
H a new hyperedge Uσn ´ tvnu, thus turning H into a hypergraph with n´ 1 vertices:
V Ð V ´ tvnu,
E Ð pE ´ Bpvnqq Y
 
Uσn ´ tvnu
(
.
The remaining elimination sets Uσ1 , . . . , U
σ
n´1 are defined inductively to be the elimination sets of the resulting
hypergraph (whose vertices are now tv1, . . . , vn´1u).
When σ is clear from the context, we drop the superscript σ and use U1, . . . , Un.
Proposition A.3 (Every vertex ordering has an “equivalent” tree decomposition [7]). Given a hypergraph H “
pV, Eq, for every vertex ordering σ, there is a tree decomposition pT, χq whose bags χptq are the elimination sets Uσj
of σ.
By applying the GYO elimination procedure [3] on the bags of any given tree decomposition, we can obtain an
“equivalent” vertex ordering:
Proposition A.4 (Every tree decomposition has an “equivalent” vertex ordering [7]). Given a hypergraph H “
pV, Eq, for every tree decomposition pT, χq, there is a vertex ordering σ such that every elimination set Uσj of σ is
contained in some bag χptq of the tree decomposition pT, χq.
A.0.4 FAQ-width of an FAQ query
Just like a conjunctive query, an FAQ query has a query hypergraph H “ pV, Eq. But unlike conjunctive queries,
an FAQ query also specifies an order of its variables, which is the order in which we aggregate over those variables
in the given FAQ-expression. (For example, in expression (18), we sum over t first, then over y, and we keep z and
x as free variables. Hence, the FAQ query in (18) specifies the variable order σ “ px, z, y, tq.) Such a variable order
for the query can also be interpreted as a vertex order σ for the query’s hypergraph.
As we have seen earlier in Section 2.2, the InsideOut algorithm for answering FAQ queries is based on variable
elimination. To eliminate variable/vertex vn, we have to solve a sub-problem consisting of a smaller FAQ query
over the variables in the elimination set Uσn . This smaller query can be solved by an algorithm that is based on
worst-case optimal join algorithms [71, 54, 55, 6]. From (70), this takes time 5
Op|V| ¨ |E | ¨Nρ˚HpUσn q ¨ logNq. (71)
After eliminating vn, the remaining variables vn´1, vn´2, . . . , v1 can be eliminated similarly. This variable elimina-
tion algorithm motivates the following width notion.
Definition 14 (FAQ-width of a given variable ordering σ). Given an FAQ query ϕ with a variable ordering σ, we
define the FAQ-width of σ, denoted by faqwpσq, to be
faqwpσq “ max
jPrns
 
ρH˚pUσj q
(
. (72)
By the above definition, the FAQ-width of a variable ordering σ is the same as the fractional hypertree width of
the “equivalent” tree decomposition that is referred to in Proposition A.3.
Theorem A.5 (Runtime of InsideOut [8]). Given an FAQ-query ϕ with a variable ordering σ, the InsideOut
algorithm answers ϕ in time
O
´
|V|2 ¨ |E | ¨
´
N faqwpσq ` |ϕ|
¯
¨ logN
¯
, (73)
where |ϕ| is the output size in the listing representation.
5To achieve this runtime, we need some additional ideas that are beyond the scope of this very brief introduction to FAQ. See [8] for
more details.
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Let ϕ be an FAQ query with variable ordering σ. In many cases, there might be a different variable ordering σ1
such that if we were to permute the aggregates of ϕ in the order of σ1 instead of σ, we would obtain an FAQ-query
ϕ1 that is “semantically-equivalent” to ϕ (i.e. that always returns the same answer as ϕ no matter what the input
is). If this is the case, then we can run InsideOut on ϕ using the ordering σ1 instead of σ, which can lead to a better
runtime if faqwpσ1q happens to be smaller than faqwpσq. We use EVOpϕq to denote the set of all such “equivalent”
orderings σ1. (For a formal definition, see [8].) Therefore, it is best to consider all orderings σ1 in EVOpϕq, pick the
one with the smallest faqwpσ1q, and use it in InsideOut algorithm. This motivates the following definition.
Definition 15 (FAQ-width of an FAQ query). The FAQ-width of an FAQ query ϕ, denoted by faqwpϕq, is the
minimum one over all orderings σ1 in EVOpϕq, i.e.
faqwpϕq “ min  faqwpσ1q | σ1 P EVOpϕq( . (74)
Characterizing EVOpϕq for an arbitrary given FAQ-query ϕ is a technically involved problem (see [8] for hardness
background and a general solution). However, the FAQ queries that we need for our machine learning tasks are of
a special form that makes the problem easier. In particular, as we saw earlier in Section 2.2, there is only type of
aggregate operators that we use in such queries (which is the summation operator
ř
). We refer to those special
FAQ queries as FAQ-SS queries (see [8]). Our FAQ-SS queries in this work have only two types of variables:
• Variables that we are summing over, e.g. variables y and t in (18).
• Free variables (i.e. Group-by variables), e.g. variables x and z.
Given an FAQ-SS query ϕ, EVOpϕq contains every ordering σ1 that lists all free variables before the non-free variables.
For example, for the FAQ-SS query ϕpx, zq in (18), EVOpϕpx, zqq contains all permutations of tx, y, z, tu where tx, zu
come before ty, tu.
Proposition A.6. For any FAQ-SS query ϕ without free variables, we have faqwpϕq “ fhtwpHq, where H is the
hypergraph of H.
Proof. In this case, EVOpϕq contains all n! possible orderings. By Proposition A.4, for every tree decomposition
pT, χq, there is an ordering σ1 such that faqwpσ1q ď fhtwppT, χqq. By Proposition A.3, for every ordering σ1, there
is a tree decomposition pT, χq such that fhtwppT, χqq “ faqwpσ1q. Therefore, we have
min
σ1PEVOpϕq
faqwpσ1q “ min
pT,χq
fhtwppT, χqq.
Proposition A.7. For any FAQ-SS query ϕ with f ě 1 free variables, we have faqwpϕq ď fhtwpHq ` f ´ 1, where
H is the hypergraph of H.
Proof. Find a tree decomposition pT, χq of H with minimal fhtw, i.e. where fhtwppT, χqq “ fhtwpHq. WLOG let
the f free variables be v1, . . . , vf . Construct another tree decomposition pT, χq by extending all bags χptq of pT, χq
with the variables tv2, . . . , vfu, i.e. by defining χptq “ χptq Y tv2, . . . , vfu for all t. By Definition 8, pT, χq is indeed
a tree decomposition. And because ρ˚ pχptq Y tv2, . . . , vfuq ď ρ˚pχptqq ` f ´ 1, we have
fhtwppT, χqq ď fhtwppT, χqq ` f ´ 1.
Moreover, since pT, χq must have a bag χpt˚q that contains v1, the corresponding bag χpt˚q of pT, χq contains all
the free variables tv1, . . . , vfu. We designate t˚ as the root of T , and then we run GYO elimination procedure [3]
on the bags χptq of pT, χq to construct a vertex ordering σ1 with faqwpσ1q ď fhtwppT, χqq. Moreover, if we choose
to eliminate the vertices of the root t˚ at the end of GYO elimination (after all other vertices have already been
eliminated), we can make the free variables tv1, . . . , vfu appear before all other variables in σ1, thus making sure
that σ1 is indeed in EVOpϕq and completing the proof. In particular, we apply GYO elimination as follows:
• If the tree T contains only one node t˚:
– We eliminate vertices in χpt˚q ´ tv1, . . . , vfu before eliminating tv1, . . . , vfu.
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– We remove t˚ from T , thus making T an empty tree.
• Otherwise, we pick a leaf node t of T (other than the root t˚). Let t1 be the parent of t in T :
– If χptq Ď χpt1q, then we remove node t from T along with the associated bag χptq.
– Otherwise, χptq must have a vertex u that is not in χpt1q. (Hence, by property (b) of Definition 8, u is
not in χpt2q for all t2 in T other than t.)
∗ If u is the only vertex in χptq, then we remove node t from T along with the associated bag χptq.
∗ Otherwise, we remove u from χptq.
• We repeat the above steps until T becomes an empty tree.
B Missing details from Section 4
Proof of Theorem 4.1. We start with point evaluation:
1
2|D|
ÿ
px,yqPD
pxgpθq, hpxqy ´ yq2 “ 1
2|D|
ÿ
px,yqPD
pxgpθq, hpxqy2 ´ 2y xgpθq, hpxqy ` y2q
“ 1
2|D|
ÿ
px,yqPD
gpθqJphpxqhpxqJqgpθq ´
C
gpθq, 1|D|
ÿ
px,yqPD
yhpxq
G
` 1
2|D|
ÿ
px,yqPD
y2
“ 1
2
gpθqJ
¨˝
1
|D|
ÿ
px,yqPD
hpxqhpxqJ‚˛gpθq ´ xgpθq, cy ` sY
2
“ 1
2
gpθqJΣgpθq ´ xgpθq, cy ` sY
2
.
The gradient formula follows straightforwardly from (29) and the chain rule.
Proof of Corollary 4.2. From (31) we have
Jpθq ´ Jpθ ´ αdq “ 1
2
θJΣθ ´ 1
2
pθ ´ αdqJΣpθ ´ αdq ´ xθ, cy ` xθ ´ αd, cy ` λ
2
}θ}22 ´
λ
2
}θ ´ αd}22
“ 1
2
θJΣθ ´ 1
2
´
θJΣθ ´ 2αθJΣd` α2dJΣd
¯
´ α xd, cy ` λα xθ,dy ´ λα
2
2
}d}22
“ αθJΣd´ α
2
2
dJΣd´ α xd, cy ` λα xθ,dy ´ λα
2
2
}d}22 .
Proof of Proposition 4.4. For any event E, let δE denote the Kronecker delta, i.e. δE “ 1 if E holds, and δE “ 0
otherwise. Recall that the input query Q has hypergraph H “ pV, Eq, and there is an input relation RF for every
hyperedge F P E . Recall that we can write σij in the tensor form as shown in Eq. (36). Plugging in the definition
of hi and hj from (22); and, let Cij “ Ci Y Cj and Vij “ Vi Y Vj , we have
σij “ 1|D|
ÿ
px,yqPD
ź
fPVij´Cij
x
aipfq`ajpfq
f ¨
â
fiPCi
xfi b
â
fjPCj
xfj .
As illustrated in Example 13, the tensor
Â
fPCi xf b
Â
fPCj xf is very sparse. For a fixed tuple x, in fact, the tensor
has only one 1 entry, corresponding to the combination of values of the attributes in Cij . Hence, σij is a function
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of the variables Cij . In the FAQ-framework, the query representing σij can be expressed as a Sum-Product queries
with free (i.e., group-by) variables Cij , defined by:
ϕpCijq “ 1|D|
ÿ
xf 1 :f 1PV´Cij
ź
fPVij´Cij
x
aipfq`ajpfq
f ¨
ź
FPE
δpiF pxqPRF . (75)
Similarly, the tensor cj can be sparsely represented by an aggregate query with group-by attributes Cj , which is
expressed as the Sum-Product query
ϕpCjq “ 1|D|
ÿ
xf 1 :f 1PV´Cj
y ¨
ź
fPVj´Cj
x
ajpfq
f ¨
ź
FPE
δpiF pxqPRF . (76)
The overall runtimes for computing the above FAQ-queries follow from applying the InsideOut algorithm and The-
orem A.5 [8].
Proof of Proposition 4.5. The fact that faqwpi, jq ď fhtw`c´1 follows from Proposition A.7. Since σij is a tensor of
order at most c, and each attribute’s active domain has size at most N , it follows that |σij | ď N c. And, |σij | ď |D|
because the support of the tensor σij cannot be more than the output size.
Fix a query Q with ρ˚ ą fhtw ` c ´ 1 ě c. Consider a database instance I for which |D| (the output size of
Q) is ΘpNρ˚q. (The existence of such database instances is guaranteed by Theorem A.2.) From this (46) follows
trivially.
Proof of Proposition 4.6. We first analyze the time it takes to compute expression (29), which is dominated by
the quadratic form gpθqJΣgpθq. To compute this quadratic form, for every pair i, j P rms we need to compute
gipθqJσijgjpθq. This product is broken up into a sum of titj terms when we expand gi and gj out. Each of those
terms is computed in time Opdidj |σij |q. The runtime for computing (30) is analyzed similarly.
C Missing details from Section 5
f1
S1
G1
f2
S2
G2
fk
Sk
Gk
F
V
Figure 6: Groups of simple FDs. G “ G1 Y ¨ ¨ ¨ YGk.
In the proofs below, for each feature w P V , Iw denote the identity matrix whose dimension is the size of the
effective domain of w. This is not to be confused with the notation In which is an order-n identity matrix.
C.1 Missing rewriting steps in the example in Section 5.1
We first show that θcountry “ pIcountry `RRJq´1Rγcity “ RpIcity `RJRq´1γcity. By setting (54) to 0, we infer
θcountry “ pIcountry `RRJq´1Rγcity. To prove θcountry “ RpIcity `RJRq´1γcity, it is sufficient to show the identity
pIcountry `RRJq´1R “ RpIcity `RJRq´1.
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To see this, multiply both sides on the left by pIcountry `RRJq and on the right by pIcity `RJRqq, we obtain
pIcountry `RRJqpIcountry `RRJq´1RpIcity `RJRq “ pIcountry `RRJqRpIcity `RJRq´1pIcity `RJRq
which is equivalent to R`RRJR “ R`RRJR.
We next show how to get the penalty form in the rewritten loss function:
Jpθq “ 1
2|D|
ÿ
px,yqPD
p@gpγq, hpxqD´ yq2 ` λ
2
˜ ÿ
j‰city
››γj››22 ` @pIcity `RJRq´1γcity,γcityD
¸
We start by replacing θcountry “ RpIcity `RJRq´1γcity in the following sum in the original penalty term:´ř
j‰city
››γj››22 ` ››γcity ´RJθcountry››22 ` }θcountry}22¯. We are only concerned with the last two terms in the sum-
mation, since they refer to θcountry. We show that
››γcity ´RJθcountry››22 ` }θcountry}22 “ @pIcity `RJRq´1γcity,γcityD.
For the sake of brevity, define B “ Icity `RJR so that θcountry “ RB´1γcity. Note that B is symmetric and
thus its inverse is also symmetric: B´1 “ B´1J. We rewrite the expression inside the `2-norm in the first term as
follows:
γcity ´RJθcountry “ γcity ´RJRpIcity `RJRq´1γcity “ γcity ´ pIcity ´ Icity `RJRqpIcity `RJRq´1γcity
“ γcity ´ pB´ IcityqB´1γcity “ γcity ´BB´1γcity `B´1γcity “ B´1γcity.
We now rewrite the second term as follows:››RB´1γcity››22 “ @RB´1γcity,RB´1γcityD “ @pRB´1qJRB´1γcity,γcityD “ @B´1RJRB´1γcity,γcityD
“ @B´1pB´ IcityqB´1γcity,γcityD “ @pB´1BB´1 ´B´2qγcity,γcityD “ @pB´1 ´B´2qγcity,γcityD
“ @B´1γcity,γcityD´ @B´2γcity,γcityD “ @B´1γcity,γcityD´ @B´1γcity,B´1γcityD
“ @B´1γcity,γcityD´ ››B´1γcity››22 .
Putting together the two rewritings and we obtain the desired identity:››γcity ´RJθcountry››22 ` }θcountry}22 “ ››B´1γcity››22 ` @B´1γcity,γcityD´ ››B´1γcity››22 “ @B´1γcity,γcityD
“ @pIcity `RJRq´1γcity,γcityD .
C.2 Proof of Theorem 5.1
Proof. We start by breaking the loss term into two parts
xθ, hpxqy “
ÿ
}aV }1ďd
xθa, hapxqy “
ÿ
}aV }1ďd}aG}1“0
@
θa,x
baD` ÿ
}aV }1ďd}aG}1ą0
@
θa,x
baD
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and rewrite the second part:ÿ
}aV }1ďd}aG}1ą0
@
θa,x
baD (77)
“
ÿ
}aV }1ďd}aG}1ą0
A
θa,x
baG
G
b xbaGG
E
(78)
“
ÿ
}aV }1ďd}aG}1ą0
C
θa,x
baG
G
b â
iPrks
cPGi
acą0
xc
G
(79)
“
ÿ
}aV }1ďd}aG}1ą0
C
θa,x
baG
G
b â
iPrks
}aGi}1ą0
â
cPGi
acą0
Rcxfi
G
(80)
“
ÿ
}aV }1ďd}aG}1ą0
C
θa,x
baG
G
b â
iPrks
}aGi}1ą0
¨˝
‹
cPGi
acą0
Rc‚˛xfi
G
(81)
“
ÿ
}aV }1ďd}aG}1ą0
C
θa,
¨˚
˚˝˚ â
wPG
awą0
Iw b
â
iPrks
}aGi}1ą0
‹
cPGi
acą0
Rc
‹˛‹‹‚
¨˚
˚˝˚
x
baG
G
b â
iPrks
}aGi}1ą0
xfi
‹˛‹‹‚
G
(82)
“
ÿ
}aV }1ďd}aG}1ą0
C¨˚˚˝˚ â
wPG
awą0
Iw b
â
iPrks
}aGi}1ą0
‹
cPGi
acą0
Rc
‹˛‹‹‚
J
θa,x
baG
G
b â
iPrks
}aGi}1ą0
xfi
G
(83)
“
ÿ
}aG}1“q
qăd
ÿ
TĎrks
0ă|T |ďd´q
ÿ
UPUpT,qq
C` â
wPG
awą0
Iw b
â
iPT
‹
cPUXGi
Rc
loooooooooooooomoooooooooooooon
Ra
G
,U defined in (57)
˘J
θpaG,1U|Gq,x
baG
G
bâ
iPT
xfi
G
(84)
“
ÿ
}aG}1“q
qăd
ÿ
TĎrks
0ă|T |ďd´q
C ÿ
UPUpT,qq
RJaG,UθpaG,1U|Gqlooooooooooooooomooooooooooooooon
γpa
G
,1FT |F q
,x
baG
G
bâ
iPT
xfi
G
(85)
“
ÿ
}aG}1“q
qăd
ÿ
TĎrks
0ă|T |ďd´q
C
γpaG,1FT |F q,x
baG
G
bâ
iPT
xfi
G
(86)
“
ÿ
}bS}1ďd
A
γbS ,x
bbS
S
E
. (87)
The equality at (84) is a bit loaded. What goes on there is that we broke the sum over aV for which }aV }1 ď d
and }aG}1 ą 0 into a nested triple sums. First of all, in order for }aG}1 ą 0, obviously }aG}1 ă d must hold, so we
group by those tuples first. The remaining mass }aG}1 can only be at most d ´ }aG}1 “ d ´ q. Since all features
in G are categorical, from the above analysis we have aG “ pagqgPG P t0, 1uG, i.e., aG is a characteristic vector of
a subset U Ď G. Let T “ ti | Ui ‰ Hu. Then, in the second summation we group U by T . The third summation
ranges over all choices of U XGi, i P T , for which the total mass is at most d´ q. (Recall the definition of UpT, qq
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in (55).)
Next, in (85) we perform the reparameterization. Recall that 1FT |F is the characteristic vector of the set
FT “ tfiuiPT in the collection F “ tf1, . . . , fku. The new parameter γpaG,1FT |F q is indexed by the tuple paG,1FT |F q
whose support is GY F “ S, i.e., the set of all features except for the ones functionally determined by features in
F . After the reparameterization, the loss term is identical to the loss term of a PRd model whose features are S.
This explains the collapsed pair pg¯, h¯q used in the theorem.
Next, we explore the new parameter and how it affects the penalty term. Consider a fixed pair aG and T Ď rks
such that T ‰ H and }aG}1 ` |T | ď d. The last condition is implicit for the set U to exist for which U XGi ‰ H
and }aG}1 ` |U | ď d. Among all choices of U , we single out U “ FT and write
γpaG,1FT |F q “
ÿ
UĎG
UXGi‰H,@iPT}aG}1`|U |ďd
RJaG,UθpaG,1U|Gq “ θpaG,1FT |Gq `
ÿ
FT‰UĎG
UXGi‰H,@iPT}aG}1`|U |ďd
RJaG,UθpaG,1U|Gq.
Now we are ready to write the penalty term }θ}22 in terms of the new parameter γ and some “left-over” components
of θ.
}θ}22 “
ÿ
}aV }1ďd
}θa}22
“
ÿ
}aV }1ďd}aG}1“0
}θaV }22 `
ÿ
}aV }1ďd}aG}1ą0
}θaV }22
“
ÿ
}aV }1ďd}aG}1“0
}θaV }22 `
ÿ
}aG}1“q
qăd
ÿ
TĎrks
0ă|T |ďd´q
ÿ
UPUpT,qq
›››θpaG,1U|Gq›››22
“
ÿ
}bS}1ďd}bF }1“0
›››γbS ›››22 ` ÿ}aG}1“q
qăd
ÿ
TĎrks
0ă|T |ďd´q
¨˚
˚˝›››θpaG,1FT |Gq›››22 ` ÿ
WPUpT,qq
W‰FT
›››θpaG,1U|Gq›››22‹˛‹‚
“
ÿ
}bS}1ďd}bF }1“0
›››γbS ›››22 ` ÿ}aG}1“q
qăd
ÿ
TĎrks
0ă|T |ďd´q
››››››››γpaG,1FT |F q ´
ÿ
UPUpT,qq
U‰FT
RJaG,UθpaG,1U|Gq
››››››››
2
2
`
ÿ
}aG}1“q
qăd
ÿ
TĎrks
0ă|T |ďd´q
ÿ
WPUpT,qq
W‰FT
›››θpaG,1W |Gq›››22 .
Next, for every W P UpT, qq ´ tFT u, we optimize out the parameter θpaG,1W |Gq by noting that the new loss term
does not depend on these parameters. Thus:
1
2
BJ
BθpaG,1W |Gq
“ θpaG,1W |Gq ´RaG,W
¨˚
˚˝˚
γpaG,1FT |F q ´
ÿ
UPUpT,}aG}1q
U‰FT
RJaG,UθpaG,1U|Gq
‹˛‹‹‚
“ θpaG,1W |Gq ´RaG,WθpaG,1FT |Gq.
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Setting this partial derivative to 0, we obtain θpaG,1W |Gq “ RaG,WθpaG,1FT |Gq, which leads to
θpaG,1FT |Gq “ γpaG,1FT |F q ´
ÿ
UPUpT,}aG}1q
U‰FT
RJaG,UθpaG,1U|Gq
“ γpaG,1FT |F q ´
ÿ
UPUpT,}aG}1q
U‰FT
RJaG,URaG,UθpaG,1FT |Gq.
Moving and grouping, we obtain¨˚
˚˝˚ â
gPG
agą0
Ig b
â
iPT
Ifi `
ÿ
UPUpT,}aG}1q
U‰FT
RJaG,URaG,U
‹˛‹‹‚θpaG,1FT |Gq “ γpaG,1FT |F q.
The matrix on the left can be completely factorized, as follows:â
gPG
agą0
Ig b
â
iPT
Ifi `
ÿ
UPUpT,}aG}1q
U‰FT
RJaG,URaG,U
“
ÿ
UPUpT,}aG}1q
RJaG,URaG,U
“
ÿ
UPUpT,}aG}1q
¨˚
˝ â
wPG
awą0
Iw b
â
iPT
‹
cPUXGi
Rc
‹˛‚
J ¨˚
˝ â
wPG
awą0
Iw b
â
iPT
‹
cPUXGi
Rc
‹˛‚
“
ÿ
UPUpT,}aG}1q
¨˚
˝ â
wPG
awą0
Iw b
â
iPT
„
‹
cPUXGi
Rc
J‹˛‚
¨˚
˝ â
wPG
awą0
Iw b
â
iPT
‹
cPUXGi
Rc
‹˛‚
“ â
wPG
awą0
Iw b
ÿ
UPUpT,}aG}1q
˜â
iPT
„
‹
cPUXGi
Rc
J¸˜â
iPT
‹
cPUXGi
Rc
¸
“ â
wPG
awą0
Iw b
ÿ
UPUpT,}aG}1q
˜â
iPT
„
‹
cPUXGi
Rc
J „
‹
cPUXGi
Rc
¸
“ â
wPG
awą0
Iw b
â
iPT
ÿ
UPUpT,}aG}1q
˜„
‹
cPUXGi
Rc
J „
‹
cPUXGi
Rc
¸
loooooooooooooooooooooooooooomoooooooooooooooooooooooooooon
B
T,}aG}1,i defined in (56)
“ â
wPG
awą0
Iw b
â
iPT
BT,}aG}1,i.
Consequently, we can completely optimize out the remaining θ-components, solving for them in terms of the
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components of γ:
θpaG,1FT |Gq “
¨˚
˝ â
wPG
awą0
Iw b
â
iPT
B´1
T,}aG}1,i
‹˛‚γpaG,1FT |F q
θpaG,1U|Gq “ RaG,UθpaG,1FT |Gq
“ RaG,U
¨˚
˝ â
wPG
awą0
Iw b
â
iPT
B´1
T,}aG}1,i
‹˛‚γpaG,1FT |F q
“
¨˚
˝ â
wPG
awą0
Iw b
â
iPT
‹
cPUXGi
Rc
‹˛‚
¨˚
˝ â
wPG
awą0
Iw b
â
iPT
B´1
T,}aG}1,i
‹˛‚γpaG,1FT |F q
“
¨˚
˝ â
wPG
awą0
Iw b
â
iPT
„
‹
cPUXGi
Rc

B´1
T,}aG}1,i
‹˛‚γpaG,1FT |F q.
Since BT,}aG}1,i is a symmetric matrix, so is its inverse. For every U P UpT, }aG}1q, we simplify the norm:›››θpaG,1U|Gq›››22
“
›››››››
¨˚
˝ â
wPG
awą0
Iw b
â
iPT
„
‹
cPUXGi
Rc

B´1
T,}aG}1,i
‹˛‚γpaG,1FT |F q
›››››››
2
2
“
C¨˚˝ â
wPG
awą0
Iw b
â
iPT
„
‹
cPUXGi
Rc

B´1
T,}aG}1,i
‹˛‚γpaG,1FT |F q,
¨˚
˝ â
wPG
awą0
Iw b
â
iPT
„
‹
cPUXGi
Rc

B´1
T,}aG}1,i
‹˛‚γpaG,1FT |F q
G
“
C¨˚˝ â
wPG
awą0
Iw b
â
iPT
„
‹
cPUXGi
Rc

B´1
T,}aG}1,i
‹˛‚
J ¨˚
˝ â
wPG
awą0
Iw b
â
iPT
„
‹
cPUXGi
Rc

B´1
T,}aG}1,i
‹˛‚γpaG,1FT |F q,γpaG,1FT |F q
G
“
C¨˚˝ â
wPG
awą0
Iw b
â
iPT
B´1
T,}aG}1,i
„
‹
cPUXGi
Rc
J‹˛‚
¨˚
˝ â
wPG
awą0
Iw b
â
iPT
„
‹
cPUXGi
Rc

B´1
T,}aG}1,i
‹˛‚γpaG,1FT |F q,γpaG,1FT |F q
G
“
C¨˚˝ â
wPG
awą0
Iw b
â
iPT
B´1
T,}aG}1,i
„
‹
cPUXGi
Rc
J „
‹
cPUXGi
Rc

B´1
T,}aG}1,i
‹˛‚γpaG,1FT |F q,γpaG,1FT |F q
G
.
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Thus, for a fixed T and aG with }aG}1 “ q, we haveÿ
UPUpT,}aG}1q
›››θpaG,1U|Gq›››22
“
ÿ
UPUpT,qq
C¨˚˝ â
wPG
awą0
Iw b
â
iPT
B´1T,q,i
„
‹
cPUXGi
Rc
J „
‹
cPUXGi
Rc

B´1T,q,i
‹˛‚γpaG,1FT |F q,γpaG,1FT |F q
G
“
C¨˚˝ â
wPG
awą0
Iw b
â
iPT
B´1T,q,i
$&% ÿ
UPUpT,qq
„
‹
cPUXGi
Rc
J „
‹
cPUXGi
Rc
,.-B´1T,q,i‹˛‚γpaG,1FT |F q,γpaG,1FT |F q
G
“
C¨˚˝ â
wPG
awą0
Iw b
â
iPT
B´1T,q,iBT,q,iB
´1
T,q,i
‹˛‚γpaG,1FT |F q,γpaG,1FT |F q
G
“
C¨˚˝ â
wPG
awą0
Iw b
â
iPT
B´1T,q,i
‹˛‚γpaG,1FT |F q,γpaG,1FT |F q
G
.
We next write }θ}22 in terms of the new parameter γ:
}θ}22 “
ÿ
}aV }1ďd
}θa}22
“
ÿ
}aV }1ďd}aG}1“0
}θaV }22 `
ÿ
}aV }1ďd}aG}1ą0
}θaV }22
“
ÿ
}aV }1ďd}aG}1“0
}θaV }22 `
ÿ
}aG}1“q
qăd
ÿ
TĎrks
0ă|T |ďd´q
ÿ
UPUpT,qq
›››θpaG,1U|Gq›››22
“
ÿ
}bS}1ďd}bF }1“0
›››γbS ›››22 ` ÿ}aG}1“q
qăd
ÿ
TĎrks
0ă|T |ďd´q
C¨˚˝ â
wPG
awą0
Iw b
â
iPT
B´1T,q,i
‹˛‚γpaG,1FT |F q,γpaG,1FT |F q
G
.
C.3 Alternative to Corollary 4.2
One big advantage of a linear model in terms of BGD is Corollary 4.2, where we do not have to redo point-
evaluation for every backtracking step. After the reparameterization exploiting FD-based dimensionality reduction,
Corollary 4.2 does not work as is, because we have changed the penalty terms. However, it is easy to work out a
similar result in terms of the new parameter space; see The point of the following proposition is that we only need
to compute intermediate results involving the covariance matrix Σ once while backtracking. For each new value of
α, we will need to recompute the penalty’s objective Ωpγ ´ αdq, which is an inexpensive operation. If λ “ 0, we
can even solve for α directly.
Proposition C.1. With respect to the new parameters (and new objective J defined in (58)), the Armijo condition
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Jpγq ´ Jpγ ´ αdq ď α2 }d}22 is equivalent to
α
´
2γJΣd´ αdΣd´ 2 xd, cy ´ }d}22
¯
` λΩpγqq ď λΩpγ ´ αdq,
where d “∇Jpγq. Furthermore, the next gradient of J is also readily available:
BJpγ ´ αdq
Bγ “ d´ αΣd`
λ
2
ˆBΩpγ ´ αdq
Bγ ´
BΩpγq
Bγ
˙
.
Proof. Let d “∇Jpγq. Then,
Jpγq ´ Jpγ ´ αdq “ 1
2
γJΣγ ´ 1
2
pγ ´ αdqΣpγ ´ αdq ` xγ ´ αd, cy ` λ
2
pΩpγq ´ Ωpγ ´ αdqq
“ αγJΣd´ α
2
2
dΣd´ α xd, cy ` λ
2
pΩpγq ´ Ωpγ ´ αdqq.
C.4 Specializing Theorem 5.1 to the LR model
This section specializes Theorem 5.1 to the LR-model. Let us first specialize expressions (55), (56), and (57). We
start with (55). Since d “ 1, the only valid choice of q is 0, and |T | “ 1. If T “ tju, then U P UpT, qq iff U “ tcu for
some c P Gj . In other words, we can replace UpT, qq by Gj itself. Next, consider (57): there is only one valid choice
of aG – the all 0 vector – and U “ tcu for some c P Gj , the matrix RaG,U is exactly Rc. Lastly, when T “ tju the
sum (56) becomes
ř
cPGj R
J
c Rc. We have the following corollary:
Corollary C.2. Consider a LR model with parameters θ “ pθwqwPV and k groups of simple FDs Gi “ tfiu Y Si,
i P rks. Define the following reparameterization:
γw “
#
θw w P V ´G,ř
cPGi R
J
c θc w P F.
Then, minimizing Jpθq is equivalent to minimizing the function Jpγq “ 12γJΣγ ´ xγ, cy ` λ2 Ωpγq, where Ωpγq “ř
wPV zG }γw}22 `
řk
i“1
@
B´1i γfi , γfi
D
, and matrix Bi for each i P rks is given by
Bi “
ÿ
cPGi
RJc Rc. (88)
J is defined with respect to the FD-reduced pair of functions g, h and a reduced parameter space of γ. Its
gradient is very simple to compute, where we specialize (59):
1
2
BΩpγq
Bγw “
#
γw w P V ´G,
B´1i γfi w P F.
(89)
Moreover, once a minimizer γ of J is obtained, following (60), we can compute a minimizer θ of J by setting
θw “
#
γw w P V zG,
RwB
´1
i γfi w P Gi, i P rks.
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C.5 Specializing Theorem 5.1 to the PR2 model
In this section we explores Theorem 5.1 for the special case of degree-2 polynomial regression. This case is significant
for three reasons. First, due to the explosion in the number of parameters, in practice one rarely runs polynomial
regression of degree higher than 2. In fact, PR2 may be a sufficiently rich nonlinear regression model for many
real-world applications. Second, this is technically already a highly non-trivial application of our general theorem.
Third, this case shares some commonality with FaMa2r model to be described in the next section.
As before, we first specialize expressions (55), (56), and (57). To do so, we change the indexing scheme of the
model a bit. In the general model, we use a with }a}1 ď d to index parameters. When the model is of degree 2, we
explicitly write down the two types of indices: we use θw, w P V instead of θa with }a}1 “ 1, and we use θcw with
c, w P V instead of θa when }a}1 “ 2.
We start with (55). Since d “ 2, two valid choices of q are 0 and 1.
• when q “ 1, |T | “ tiu for some i P rks. The set Uptiu, 1q is the collection of singleton subsets of Gi. Hence,
this is similar to the linear regression situation.
• when q “ 0, |T | is either tiu or ti, ju. The set Upti, ju, 0q consists of all 2-subsets U of G for which U contains
one element from Gi and one from Gj . The set Uptiu, 0q contains all singletons and 2-subsets of Gi.
From this analysis, we can write down (56) explicitly (also recall the definition of Bi in (88)):
Btiu,1,i “
ÿ
cPGi
RJc Rc “ Bi
Bti,ju,0,i “ Bi
Bti,ju,0,j “ Bj
Btiu,0 “
ÿ
cPGi
RJc Rc `
ÿ
tc,tuPpGi2 q
pRc ‹RtqJpRc ‹Rtq.
Next, consider (57): there are two valid choices for the pair paG, Uq:
• when }aG}1 “ 0, U P Upti, ju, 0q or U P Uptiu, 0q. In that case, we have
RH,tc,tu “ Rc bRt pc, tq P Gi ˆGj
RH,tcu “ Rc c P Gi
RH,tc,tu “ Rc ‹Rt tc, tu P
ˆ
Gi
2
˙
.
• when }aG}1 “ 1, U P Uptiu, 0q for some i P rks; and in this case we use w P G to represent aG (aw ą 0):
Rw,tcu “ Iw bRc.
Corollary C.3. Consider the PR2 model with k groups of simple FDs Gi “ tfiu Y Si, i P rks. Let
θ “ ppθwqwPV , pθcwqc,wPvq
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be the original parameters, and G “ YiPrksGi. Define the following reparameterization:
γw “
$’&’%
θw w P V zGÿ
cPGi
RJc θc `
ÿ
tc,tuPpGi2 q
pRc ‹RtqJθct w“fiiPrks. (90)
γtw “
$’’’’’&’’’’’%
θtw, tt, wu Ď V zGÿ
cPGi
pIw bRJc qθwc t “ fi, w R Gÿ
pc,c1qPGiˆGj
pRc ‹Rc1qJθcc1 , tt, wu “ tfi, fju, ti, ju P
`rks
2
˘
.
(91)
Then, minimizing Jpθq is equivalent to minimizing the function Jpγq “ 12γJΣγ ´ xγ, cy ` λ2 Ωpγq, where
Ωpγq “
ÿ
wRG
}γw}22 `
ÿ
cRG
tRG
}γct}22 `
kÿ
i“1
A
B´1tiu,0γfi ,γfi
E
`
ÿ
iPrks
wRG
@pIw bB´1i γwfi ,γwfiD` ÿ
ijPprks2 q
A
B´1i bB´1j γfifj , γfifj
E
.
The gradient of J is very simple to compute, by noticing that J is defined with respect to the FD-reduced pair
of functions g, h and a reduced parameter space of γ. Its gradient can be computed by specializing (59):
1
2
BΩpγq
Bγw “
#
γw w R G
B´1tiu,0γfi w “ fi
(92)
1
2
BΩpγq
Bγtw “
$’&’%
γtw tt, wu X tfiuki“1 “ H
pIw bB´1i qγwfi t “ fi, w R G
pB´1i bB´1j qγfifj tt, wu “ tfi, fju.
(93)
Moreover, once a minimizer γ of J is obtained, following (60), we can compute a minimizer θ of J by setting
θw “
#
γw w P V zG
RwB
´1
tiu,0γfi , w P Gi, i P rks
θct “ pRc ‹RtqB´1tiu,0γfi ,@tc, tu P
ˆ
Gi
2
˙
θcw “
#
γcw, w P V zG
pIw bRcB´1i qγwfi , c P Gi, w R G, i P rks
θct “ pRcB´1i bRtB´1j qγfifj , pc, tq P Gi ˆGj .
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C.6 Proofs of results in Section 5.4
Proof of Theorem 5.2. We begin with a similar derivation, whereby “relevant terms” of xgpθq, hpxqy are the terms
where h contains a feature c P Fi for some i P rks:
relevant terms of xgpθq, hpxqy
“
ÿ
cPFi
iPrks
xθc,xcy `
ÿ
tc,tuPpFi2 q
iPrks
`Prrs
A
θp`qc b θp`qt ,xc b xt
E
`
ÿ
ijPprks2 q
ÿ
cPFi
tPFj
`Prrs
A
θp`qc b θp`qt ,xc b xt
E
`
ÿ
cPF
wRF
`Prrs
A
θp`qc b θp`qw ,xc b xw
E
“
ÿ
cPFi
iPrks
xθc,Rcxfiy `
ÿ
tc,tuPpFi2 q
iPrks
`Prrs
A
θp`qc b θp`qt ,Rcxfi bRtxfi
E
`
ÿ
ijPprks2 q
ÿ
cPFi
tPFj
`Prrs
A
θp`qc b θp`qt ,Rcxfi bRtxfj
E
`
ÿ
iPrks
cPFi
wRF
`Prrs
A
θp`qc b θp`qw ,Rcxfi b xw
E
“
ÿ
cPFi
iPrks
@
RJc θc,xfi
D` ÿ
tc,tuPpFi2 q
iPrks
`Prrs
A
RJc θ
p`q
c bRJt θp`qt ,xfi b xfi
E
`
ÿ
ijPprks2 q
ÿ
cPFi
tPFj
`Prrs
A
RJc θ
p`q
c bRJt θp`qt ,xfi b xfj
E
`
ÿ
iPrks
cPFi
wRF
`Prrs
A
RJc θ
p`q
c b θp`qw ,xfi b xw
E
“
ÿ
cPFi
iPrks
@
RJc θc,xfi
D` ÿ
tc,tuPpFi2 q
iPrks
`Prrs
A
RJc θ
p`q
c ˝RJt θp`qt ,xfi
E
`
ÿ
ijPprks2 q
`Prrs
Cÿ
cPFi
RJc θ
p`q
c b
ÿ
tPFj
RJt θ
p`q
t ,xfi b xfj
G
`
ÿ
iPrks
wRF
`Prrs
Cÿ
cPFi
RJc θ
p`q
c b θp`qw ,xfi b xw
G
“
kÿ
i“1
Cÿ
cPFi
RJc θc `
rÿ
`“1
ÿ
tc,tuPpFi2 q
RJc θ
p`q
c ˝RJt θp`qtlooooooooooooooooooooooooooomooooooooooooooooooooooooooon
γfi
,xfi
G
`
ÿ
ijPprks2 q
`Prrs
Cÿ
cPFi
RJc θ
p`q
clooooomooooon
γ
p`q
fi
b
ÿ
tPFj
RJt θ
p`q
tlooooomooooon
γ
p`q
fj
,xfi b xfj
G
`
ÿ
iPrks
wRF
`Prrs
Cÿ
cPFi
RJc θ
p`q
clooooomooooon
γ
p`q
fi
bθp`qw ,xfi b xw
G
“
kÿ
i“1
@
γfi ,xfi
D` ÿ
ijPprks2 q
`Prrs
A
γ
p`q
fi
b γp`qfj ,xfi b xfj
E
`
ÿ
iPrks
wRF
`Prrs
A
γ
p`q
fi
b θp`qw ,xfi b xw
E
.
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The above derivation immediately yields the reparameterization given in the statement of the theorem, which we
reproduce here for the sake of clarity:
γw “
$&%θw w R Fθfi ` ÿ
cPSi
RJc θc ` βfi w “ fi, i P rks.
γp`qw “
#
θp`qw w R tf1, . . . , fku
θ
p`q
fi
`řcPSi RJc θp`qc w “ fi, i P rks.
Note that we did not define γw for w P Si, i P rks. The reason we can do so, is because we can optimize out θc due
to the following trick we have been using (as in the proof of Theorem 5.1). First, we rewrite all the terms in }θ}22
in terms of γ and θc, c P Si, i P rks:
}θ}22 “
ÿ
wRF
}θw}22 `
kÿ
i“1
ÿ
tPFi
}θt}22 `
rÿ
`“1
ÿ
wRtf1,...,fku
›››θp`qw ›››2
2
`
rÿ
`“1
kÿ
i“1
›››θp`qfi ›››22
“
ÿ
wRF
}γw}22 `
kÿ
i“1
ÿ
tPFi
}θt}22 `
rÿ
`“1
ÿ
wRtf1,...,fku
›››γp`qw ›››2
2
`
rÿ
`“1
kÿ
i“1
›››θp`qfi ›››22
“
ÿ
wRF
}γw}22 `
kÿ
i“1
›››››γfi ´ ÿ
cPSi
RJc θc ´ βfi
›››››
2
2
`
kÿ
i“1
ÿ
tPSi
}θt}22 `
rÿ
`“1
ÿ
wRtf1,...,fku
›››γp`qw ›››2
2
`
rÿ
`“1
kÿ
i“1
›››››γp`qfi ´ ÿ
cPSi
RJc γp`qc
›››››
2
2
Since θt,t P Si, does not depend on the loss term, we have
1
2
BJ
Bθt “ θt ´Rt
¨˚
˚˚˚˚
˝γfi ´
ÿ
cPSi
RJc θc ´ βfilooooooooooooomooooooooooooon
θfi
‹˛‹‹‹‹‚ w P Si, i P rks. (94)
By setting (94) to 0, we have θt “ Rtθfi for all t P Fi, and thus
θfi “ γfi ´
ÿ
cPSi
RJc θc ´ βfi “ γfi ´
ÿ
cPSi
RJc Rcθfi ´ βfi ,
which implies θfi “ B´1i pγfi ´ βfiq. Hence, the following always holds:
θt “ RtB´1i pγfi ´ βfiq, @t P Fi, i P rks.
Note also that, ÿ
tPFi
}θt}22 “
ÿ
tPFi
››RtB´1i pγfi ´ βfiq››22
“
ÿ
tPFi
@
RJt RtB
´1
i pγfi ´ βfiq,B´1i pγfi ´ βfiq
D
“
C˜ÿ
tPFi
RJt Rt
¸
B´1i pγfi ´ βfiq,B´1i pγfi ´ βfiq
G
“ @BiB´1i pγfi ´ βfiq,B´1i pγfi ´ βfiqD
“ @pγfi ´ βfiq,B´1i pγfi ´ βfiqD .
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Due to the fact that θ
p`q
fi
“ γp`qfi ´
ř
cPSi R
J
c γ
p`q
c , we can now write the penalty term in terms of the new parameter
γ:
}θ}22 “
ÿ
wRF
}γw}22 `
kÿ
i“1
ÿ
tPFi
}θt}22 `
rÿ
`“1
ÿ
wRtf1,...,fku
›››γp`qw ›››2
2
`
rÿ
`“1
kÿ
i“1
›››θp`qfi ›››22
“
ÿ
wRF
}γw}22 `
kÿ
i“1
@pγfi ´ βfiq,B´1i pγfi ´ βfiqD` rÿ
`“1
ÿ
wRtf1,...,fku
›››γp`qw ›››2
2
`
rÿ
`“1
kÿ
i“1
›››››γp`qfi ´ ÿ
cPSi
RJc γp`qc
›››››
2
2
.
Proof of Proposition 5.3. The goal is to derive the gradient of Ωpγq w.r.t the parameters γ. Since βfi is a function
of γ
p`q
c , ` P rrs, c P Fi, the following is immediate:
1
2
B }θ}22
Bγw “
#
γw, w R F
B´1i pγfi ´ βfiq w “ fi, i P rks.
1
2
B }θ}22
Bγp`qw
“ γw, w R F, ` P rrs.
Next, we have to simplify βfi to facilitate fast computation:
βfi “
rÿ
`“1
ÿ
tc,tuPpFi2 q
RJc θ
p`q
c ˝RJt θp`qt
“
rÿ
`“1
»—–RJfiθp`qfi ˝ ÿ
cPSi
RJc θ
p`q
c `
ÿ
tc,tuPpSi2 q
RJc θ
p`q
c ˝RJt θp`qt
fiffifl
“
rÿ
`“1
»—–θp`qfi ˝ ÿ
cPSi
RJc θ
p`q
c `
ÿ
tc,tuPpSi2 q
RJc θ
p`q
c ˝RJt θp`qt
fiffifl
“
rÿ
`“1
»—–˜γp`qfi ´ ÿ
tPSi
RJt θ
p`q
t
¸
˝
ÿ
cPSi
RJc θ
p`q
c `
ÿ
tc,tuPpSi2 q
RJc θ
p`q
c ˝RJt θp`qt
fiffifl
“
rÿ
`“1
»—–γp`qfi ˝ ÿ
cPSi
RJc θ
p`q
c ´
ÿ
tPSi
ÿ
cPSi
RJt θ
p`q
t ˝RJc θp`qc `
ÿ
tc,tuPpSi2 q
RJc θ
p`q
c ˝RJt θp`qt
fiffifl
“
rÿ
`“1
»—–γp`qfi ˝ ÿ
cPSi
RJc θ
p`q
c ´
ÿ
tPSi
RJt θ
p`q
t ˝RJt θp`qt ´
ÿ
tc,tuPpSi2 q
RJc θ
p`q
c ˝RJt θp`qt
fiffifl
“
rÿ
`“1
»—–γp`qfi ˝ ÿ
cPSi
RJc θ
p`q
c ´
ÿ
tPSi
RJt pθp`qt ˝ θp`qt q ´
ÿ
tc,tuPpSi2 q
RJc θ
p`q
c ˝RJt θp`qt
fiffifl
“
rÿ
`“1
»—–γp`qfi ˝ ÿ
cPSi
RJc γp`qc ´
ÿ
tPSi
RJt pγp`qt ˝ γp`qt q ´
ÿ
tc,tuPpSi2 q
RJc γp`qc ˝RJt γp`qt
fiffifl .
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Next, we derive the partial derivative w.r.t. γ
p`q
fi
for a fixed i P rks, ` P rrs; in this computation we make use of (5)
above:
1
2
B }θ}22
Bγp`qfi
“ 1
2
B @pγfi ´ βfiq,B´1i pγfi ´ βfiqD
Bγp`qfi
` 1
2
B
›››γp`qfi ´řcPSi RJc γp`qc ›››22
Bγp`qfi
“
˜ÿ
cPSi
DIAGpRJc γp`qc q
¸
B´1i pβfi ´ γfiq ` γp`qfi ´
ÿ
cPSi
RJc γp`qc
“ γp`qfi ´
ÿ
cPSi
RJc γp`qclooooomooooon
δ
p`q
i
´
˜ÿ
cPSi
RJc γp`qc
¸
loooooooomoooooooon
δ
p`q
i
˝B´1i pγfi ´ βfiq
“ γp`qfi ´ δp`qi ´ δp`qi ˝
˜
1
2
B }θ}22
Bγfi
¸
Lastly, we move on to the partial derivative w.r.t. γ
p`q
w for a fixed i P rks, w P Si, ` P rrs:
1
2
B }θ}22
Bγp`qw
“ 1
2
B
›››γp`qw ›››2
2
Bγp`qw
` 1
2
B @pγfi ´ βfiq,B´1i pγfi ´ βfiqD
Bγp`qw
` 1
2
B
›››γp`qfi ´řcPSi RJc γp`qc ›››22
Bγp`qw
“ γp`qw `Rw
˜ÿ
cPFi
DIAGpRJc γp`qc q
¸
B´1i pβfi ´ γfiq `Rw
˜ÿ
cPSi
RJc γp`qc ´ γp`qfi
¸
“ γp`qw `Rw
´
γ
p`q
fi
` δp`qi
¯
˝
˜
1
2
B }θ}22
Bγfi
¸
`Rw
´
δ
p`q
i ´ γp`qfi
¯
“ γp`qw `Rw
«
γ
p`q
fi
˝
˜
1
2
B }θ}22
Bγfi
¸
`
˜
δ
p`q
i ˝
˜
1
2
B }θ}22
Bγfi
¸
` δp`qi ´ γp`qfi
¸ff
“ γp`qw `Rw
«
γ
p`q
fi
˝
˜
1
2
B }θ}22
Bγfi
¸
´
˜
1
2
B }θ}22
Bγp`qfi
¸ff
.
In particular, we were able to reuse the computation of 12
B}θ}22
Bγp`qfi
and 12
B}θ}22Bγfi
to compute 12
B}θ}22
Bγp`qw . There is, however,
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still one complicated term βfi left to compute. We simplify βfi to make its evaluation faster as follows.
βfi “
rÿ
`“1
»—–γp`qfi ˝ ÿ
cPSi
RJc γp`qc ´
ÿ
tPSi
RJt pγp`qt ˝ γp`qt q ´
ÿ
tc,tuPpSi2 q
RJc γp`qc ˝RJt γp`qt
fiffifl
“
rÿ
`“1
«
γ
p`q
fi
˝
ÿ
cPSi
RJc γp`qc ´ 12
ÿ
tPSi
RJt pγp`qt ˝ γp`qt q ´ 12
ÿ
cPSi
ÿ
tPSi
RJc γp`qc ˝RJt γp`qt
ff
“
rÿ
`“1
»—————–γp`qfi ˝
ÿ
cPSi
RJc γp`qclooooomooooon
δ
p`q
i
´1
2
ÿ
tPSi
RJt pγp`qt ˝ γp`qt q ´ 12
ÿ
cPSi
RJc γp`qc ˝
ÿ
tPSi
RJt γ
p`q
t
fiffiffiffiffiffifl
“
rÿ
`“1
«
γ
p`q
fi
˝ δp`qi ´
1
2
ÿ
tPSi
RJt pγp`qt ˝ γp`qt q ´ 12δ
p`q
i ˝ δp`qi
ff
“
rÿ
`“1
«ˆ
γ
p`q
fi
´ 1
2
δ
p`q
i
˙
˝ δp`qi ´
1
2
ÿ
tPSi
RJt pγp`qt ˝ γp`qt q
ff
.
This completes the proof.
D Diagrams
D.1 In-database vs. Out-of-database learning: High-level diagram
Figure 7 depicts the high-level differences between a typical out-of-database learning setting and our in-database
learning approach.
• In out-of-database learning (the red part of the diagram), a feature extraction query is issued to the database
engine which computes, materializes and exports the output table. Depending on the chosen data model, the
output table is then fed into an appropriate machine learning tool that learns and outputs the best model
parameters θ˚.
• In our in-database learning framework (the green part), we have a unified model formulation that subsumes
many commonly-used models: Choosing a specific model reduces mainly to choosing a function h of the
features and a function g of the model parameters. The function h, the feature extraction query, and the
input tables are all fed into a factorization-based query optimizer, which computes a relatively small “digest”
in the form of a matrix Σ and a vector c. Only this small digest along with the function g are needed by the
gradient-descent trainer to carry out all iterations of gradient-descent and compute θ˚, without ever having
to go back to the original data tables.
D.2 In-database vs. Out-of-database learning: Low-level diagram
Figure 8 reveals more details about some of the key ideas behind the performance improvements of our framework
over out-of-database learning.
• In out-of-database learning, the database engine takes the input tables (of size ď N) and joins them into
a potentially much larger output table of size |D|, which might in turn get blown up even more inside the
machine learning tool!
• In our framework, the input query, the data tables, and function h are first translated into a language that is
suitable for aggregate query specification and optimization, which is the language of FAQ [8]. In particular,
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Figure 7: In-database vs. Out-of-database learning: High-level diagram. (See Section D.1.)
each entry σi,j (and cj) of our target matrix Σ (and vector c) is expressed as the answer to an FAQ query
ϕpi,jq (or ϕpjq). All those queries are fed into an FAQ query optimizer. The optimizer factorizes each query
ϕpi,jq into small sub-queries ϕpi,jqa , ϕpi,jqb , ϕ
pi,jq
c , . . . and solves them individually. Each sub-query results in a
table of size ď N faqw, which can be much smaller than the size of the output table D. By solving the FAQ
queries ϕpi,jq, we obtain Σ and c, which are all that is needed for gradient-descent. . . For more details, see
Section 4.
D.3 FD-aware in-database learning
Figure 9 depicts (in blue) the enhancements that we introduce to our framework in order to take advantage of
FDs in the input database instance and reduce our previous runtime even further (but still compute the same θ˚
as before).
• As explained earlier, computing each entry of the matrix Σ and of the vector c requires solving an FAQ query.
However, by utilizing functional dependencies we can filter out many of those entries as unneeded for later
stages, thus significantly reducing the number of FAQ queries that we have to solve. After the filtering process,
Σ and c shrink down to Σ and c, which we compute and feed to gradient-descent (GD). We also filter the
function g down to g¯ and feed the latter to GD. Now, we run GD in the space of γ (instead of the original
higher-dimensional space of θ). During each iteration of GD, in order to compute the objective function Jpγq
and its gradient ∇Jpγq, we need to use the matrices R that represent the functional dependencies. And after
GD finishes, we have to convert the resulting optimal solution γ˚ back into the original space to get θ˚. Such
conversion also requires the FD-matrices R. For more details, see Section 5.
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Figure 8: In-database vs. Out-of-database learning: Low-level diagram. (See Section D.2.)
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Figure 9: FD-aware in-database learning (vs. in-database learning without FD). (See Section D.3).
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